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S. Supreme Court Hears

New Test of Bans on

Homosexual

Sex

By Anne Gearan
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
Supreme Court should reverse
course and strike down a ban on
homosexual sex as outdated, dis—
criminatory and harmful, a lawyer
for two men arrested in their bed—
room argued Mar. 26.
The court appeared deeply di—
vided over a Texas law that makes
it a crime for gay couples to engage
acts. that arelegal. for het—
erosexual couples. The court was
widely criticized for a ruling 17
years ago that upheld a similar sod—
omy ban.
States should not be able to
single out one group and make their
conduct illegal solely because the
state dislikes that conduct, lawyer
Paul Smith argued for the Texas
men.
"There is a long history of the
state making moral judgments,"
retorted Justice Antonin Scalia.
"You can make it sound very puri—

About 200 people attended an open house anddedication ofFriends for
Life‘s new facility at 43 North Cleveland on Mar. 14.
John Lawrence, left, and Tryon Garner, right, arrive atthe state court/701154?
in Houston to face charges ofhomosexual conductunder Texas‘sodomy
law, in this Nov. 20, 1998, file photo. Their case went before the U.S.
Supreme Court on Mar. 26, 2003. —AP Photo/DavidJ. Phillip, File

City of Memphis Believes,
Donates $100,000 to FFL

tanical," but the state may have
good reasons, Scalia added.
"Almost all laws are based on
disapproval of some people or con—
duct. That‘s why people regulate,"
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist
added dryly.

Justice Stephen Breyer chal—
lenged Houston prosecutor Charles
Rosenthal to justify why the state
has any interest in peeping into the
bedrooms of gay people.

The demand for the services
provided by Friends For Life (FFL)
continues to increase. With as
many as 20 to 25 new clients per
month —during the past several
months, FFL Executive Director
See Supreme Court on page 9 Kim Moss said it is obvious that
HIV/AIDS continues to devastate
the lives of families and individu—
Judge Orders Mississippi to List Lesbian
als in Memphis.
With this said, FFL received a—
surprise on Feb. 27 from the city
Mothers on Child‘s Birth Certificate
of Memphis, a surprise that dem—
also argued that the state‘s actions
onstrates that the city of Memphis
ATLANTA — A Mississippi
means this young boy should fi—
violated
the
Mississippi
believes in the efforts and mission
judge ordered the state to issue a
nally have his."
Constitution‘s guarantee of equal
of the largest HIV/AIDS service or—
birth certificate Mar.19 for a 5—,
Cheri Goldstein and Holly Per—
protection of the law.
ganization in the Mid—South.
year—old boy who was born in Mis—
due took their son into their Ver—
The ruling comes just a week
A three—story building located at
sissippi and adopted by a lesbian
mont home when he was
after a New Jersey court ordered
43 North Cleveland was recently
couple from another state.
discharged from a Mississippi hos—
that state to list both lesbian moth—
donated to FFL by two area busi—
Lambda Legal Defense & Edu—
pital, eight days after he was born.
ers on the birth certificate ofa child
nessmen, Bill Bruce and Ronney
cation Fund filed a lawsuit against
In April 2000, the adoption was fi—
they intend to raise together.
. Snell. This building, although re—
the state in 2001 for refusing to is—
nalized in Vermont and a request
"All across the country — from
quiring extensive renovation, will
sue a birth certificate listing the
was made to have Mississippi
the Northeast to the Deep South —
be the future home of FFL‘s main
child‘s two parents, leaving him
amend the child‘s birth certificate
courts are increasingly recognizing
offices, as well as where most of
without any legal documentation of
to include his adoptive parents‘
that children with gay parents are
his name, the names ofhis parents
its programs will be housed, includ—
names and his new name.
entitled to the same protections as
ing the Food Pantry and Positive
or the date and place ofhis birth
The Mississippi Board of Health
every other child," Nevins said.
Living Center.
"This is a very significant vic—
repeatedly denied requests to reis—
"This ruling is an important mile—
tory," said Greg Nevins, the staff sue the certificate because the
Because of the extensive reno—
stone in this trend."
vation necessary to allow FFL to
attorney in Lambda Legal‘s At—
child‘s parents are lesbians. In a
Goldstein and Perdue live with
lanta—based Southern Regional Of—
move in and begin running its pro—
lawsuit filed in state court, Lambda
their son and other adoptive chil—
grams from the 43 North Cleveland
fice who handled the case. "This
Legal argued. that the state was in
dren. The couple have been sought
child was punished because his
site, FFL has launched a Capital
violation ofits own law requiring
out by Vermont officials when spe—
parents are gay. A birth certificate
Building Campaign. This cam—
officials to honor valid out—of—state
cial—needs children have needed
is a basic and important document
paign will not only provide neces—
adoptions and provide amended
adoptive homes.
sary funding to remodel the
for every child, and this ruling
birth certificates. Lambda Legal

building, but also will give caring
individuals, organizations and
companies in the area the chance
to be a part of FFL‘s future.
The first entity to be included
in the future of FFL was the city of
Memphis, when the HIV/AIDS
service organization received a let—
ter from Robert C. Lipscomb, di—
rector of the city‘s Division of
Housing and Community Develop—
ment.
"I am pleased to confirm that the
City of Memphis‘s Division of
Housing and Community Develop—
ment will provide $100,000 in
Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) funds to your orga—
nization, Friends For Life,"
Lipscomb wrote in a letter ad—
dressed to FFL Executive Director
Moss. "These funds are awarded
specifically to help renovate your
new public facility at 43 (North)
Cleveland, on the southwest corner
of Cleveland and Court. The new
facility will house Friends For
Life‘s Food Pantry in the basement
and its (new) Wellness University
and Positive Living Center on the
main floor, where your organiza—
tion will serve persons with HIV/
AIDS. Additionally, the third floor
will house the administrative of—
fices of your organization."
See $100,000 on page 3
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A COMPASSIONATE
CONSERVATIVEIS
ALL ABOUT!

E
E—mail: pietberge@ aol.com

daily life, all of us. But Idon‘t think
it‘s too much to ask that we at least
pause in respect for the gravity of
That was the first news item
the fact that we are waging war on
about the war that I heard when I
a foreign country.
turned on the television to watch
Stunned, I take a break from
the coverage of the invasion of
what is so rightly called the boob
Iraq. With a straight face, CNN‘s
tube, and hope to find something
Aaron Brown was telling America
less incredulous
that its fairy—
in the form of—
tale amuse—
Opinions expressed in
online news. But
ment park was
as I log onto the
protected,
editorials,commentaries
Internet,
the
shielded by in—
and letters are those of
headline that first
creased guards
the authors.
flashes on—my
and a—no—fly
screen: How to
zone overhead.
cope with the war—should you
The report turned out to be a
stock up on rations? Though laugh—
foreshadowing not only ofthe me—
able, the story was no joke: Ameri—
dia coverage, but also of the mood
cans
around
the
country,
of America in this first stage of war.
apparently, were emptying grocery
The Disney World report was
store shelves in anticipation of the
immediately followed by a CNN
bombing of Baghdad.
segment on the threat ofthe war to
Even worse: My e—mail box al—
Washington, DC: The danger that
ready had in it an unsolicited ad for
the war could cripple tourism to the
"Iraq T—shirts" for sale, "embla—
nation‘s capital.
zoned with Pro—American support
I watch in suspended disbelief
slogans," the ad read, such as
as a woman being interviewed tells
~We‘re Back Iraq 2003" and
the camera that she isn‘t going to
"Game Over 2003."
;
let the warinterrupt her life. She‘s
But I couldn‘t help feeling that
in Washington, D.C. with her kids,
the games had just begun.
she intones, because she‘s a patriot.
If the anticipatory stories about:
Of course we have to go on with
By Mubarak Dahir

THANK YOU FOR THE PROMOTION,
MR. PRESIDENT —AND FOR
BEING 50 UNDERSTANDING
ABOUT THAT GAY—BASHING
BUSINESS AT MY ARMY BASE!
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Disney World

the war were farcical, much ofthe
coverage ofthe actual war itselfhas
been unnerving.
It is true that the media has un—
paralleled access to the military
during this war. But with that ac—
cess, much of the media, particu—.
larly broadcast, have become
partners at best, and complicit at.
worst, with the Pentagon. Together,
they are producing The Greatest
News Show on Earth! Ratings are
important, after all.
Much ofthe media have become
little more thancheerleaders and
flag—wavers in this war.
That is particularly troubling as
this, like any war time, is a moment
of high propaganda by the govern—
ment. No government, our own in—
cluded, tells the truth during war.
The media is supposed to help us
sort out fact from fiction, truths
from lies.
But that has been harder during
this war than ever before. Part of
it is the natural reaction that all
people have—news reporters in—
cluded—to rally behind their coun—
try during a time of crisis.
But an added element this time
around is the coziness of the Pen—
tagon and the reporters on the
ground, mixed with the real—time
footage being beamed back into
American living rooms each night.
The whole thing has a surreal,
video game texture to it.
But the explosions we witness
on our television screens are not a
game.
=
Even if you think this war is jus—
tified, it‘s still imperative to keep
a somber understanding of the
gruesome facts: That we are invad—
ing another country, that we are
dropping thousands of tons of
bombs on other peoples, that we are
destroying buildings, homes, cities.
That we are killing people.
And despite the Pentagon song
and dance about how sophisticated
the weapons are, this is war, and in
war, innocent civilians will die.

there that they should focus on the
The most patriotic among us
"humanity" of the bombings.
will not cheer as we watch our own
When the press briefing fin—
country demolish another. We will
ished, reporters started in with their,
be saddened, and sobered.
questions. One newsman began by
Even if you support the war—I
talking about "yesterday‘s show."
would say, especially if you sup—
Later, when CNN aired footage
port the war—it is crucial to pause
from the Al—Jazeera news agency
and reflect on the horror of what is
of hospitalized Iraqi civilians hit by
really happening—the same thing
the bombs, anchor Aaron Brown
thafhappens in any war.
literally introduced the images by
The Pentagon and the Bush ad—
saying we were about to watch
ministration certainly don‘t want us
"what the other side is reporting."
to be very cognizant of that real—
ity. And it seems that much ofthe .
~
So much, I suppose, for eventhe
media is willingly aiding them in pretense of objectivity. Perhaps we
should give Brown and CNN some
that spin.
credit for this rare lapse ofcritical
As gay and lesbian people, we
honesty, even if neither the man nor
know from our own collective his—
the network seemed aware of the
tory and personal experiences
glitch.
about government propaganda, and
Well, Aaron Brown was right
how the media can sensationalize
about one thing.
things, distort them to make a story
Disney World is safe.
sexier, or simply get things plain
Mubarak Dahir receives e—mail
wrong.
at MubarakDah@aol.com
We shouldn‘t be so naive as to
believe that the government and the
media that we watch like hounds
Deadline for
over gay issues at home are some—
how more trustworthy during a
May 2003
war. Exactly the opposite is true.
Triangle Journal
And as Americans, all of us, but
gay and lesbian people in particu—
News
lar, need to be more vigilant to that
now than ever before.
One classic example sticks in
April 15
my mind: The day after the begin—
Publication Date:
ning of the "shock and awe" bomb—
ings of Baghdad, a general being
Apr. 25, 2003
interviewed on Fox News had the
Please submit advertising,
gumption to say, "This is a great
stories, pictures and
dayfor the Iraqi people." Some—
calendar events to:
how, I couldn‘ t imagine any Iraqis,
regardless oftheir political inclina—
U.S. MAIL:
tions for or against Saddam
Triangle Journal News
Hussein, cheering the dropping of
P.O. Box 11485
thousands of tons of bombs on their
country.
f
Memphis, TN 38111
Also the day after the first heavy
PHONE OR FAX:
bombings, at a Pentagon press con—
901—454—1411
ference, another general was ex—
plaining the bombings and the
E—MA/L:
high—tech weapons of mass de—
memphistin @ aol.com
struction in the US arsenal. He told
the gaggle of reporters collected

Man Pleads Guilty in Strangling

MEMPHIS PRIDE
of

INC.

Knoxville Gay—rights Activist

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —A Virginia
man pleaded guilty to voluntary manslaugh—
ter in the strangling death of a Knoxville gay—
rights activist and was sentenced to 15 years
on diversion.
That means if Chad Allen Conyers, 32,
stays out of trouble, he won‘t be jailed and
the case will be dismissed. Otherwise, he will
spend four years in prison.
Conyers had been charged with second—
degree murder in the April 2002 death of
Joseph Camber, 36, after the two men left a
nightclub.
Assistant District Attorney General Philip
H. Morton said in court that Conyers was in
Knoxville to visit a sick relative, went to the
Carousel II and met Camber, a bartender who
was celebrating his birthday. They left to—
gether at about 1:30 a.m.
When Camber‘s body was discovered in
a parking lot six hours later, there was skin

$100,000
continued from page 1
"The notification of the $100,000
awarded by the City of Memphis brought
incredible news to Friends For Life," Moss
said. "FFL sees this monetary award as a sign
that the City of Memphis believes in Friends
For Life and understands the. importance of
the services it provides. Thank you Mr.
Lipscomb, Memphis Mayor W.W. Herenton
and Mary Knox—Lanier for believing in us."
~A City of Memphis representative was
present at the dedication of the new FFL fa—
cility on March 14 to officially make the
announcement ofthe $100,000 in funds set
aside for renovation of the new building. It
was during the dedication that the Capital
Building Campaign also was officially an—
nounced.
An open house and dedication was held
March 14 to allow our friends to see first—
hand why we are so excited about our fu—
ture," Moss explained. "Information at each
room described what the room would be used
for and how much money it would take to
sponsor that particular room and have it
named after the sponsor. In addition, a dedi—
cation service was conducted with partici—
pation by local ministers who gave thanks
for the new.building and requested ongoing
guidance for the services provided by
Friends For Life."
In addition, Memphis City Councilman
Myron Lowery issued a resolution on March
14, 2003, extending congratulations to FFL
on receipt of "this tremendous gift and ex—
tends its wishes for the organization‘s con—
tinued success in offering hope and
compassion, information and support to
thousands."
The resolution further read, "Friends For
Life has quickly amassed an outstanding

underneath his fingernails that DNA tests
later showed belonged to Conyers.
Conyers entered his plea Mar. 21 before
Criminal Court Judge Richard Baumgartner
as part of an agreement reached between his
attorneys and prosecutors.
Morton said afterward that it might have
been difficult to get a second—degree mur—
der conviction.
"The facts, although they put these gentle—
men together at the time of the killing, there

wasn‘t a clear explanation why it happened,"
he said.
Conyers, a loss prevention manager for a
clothing store chain, will be—supervised in
Virginia Beach where he lives.
Camber had been a president of Knox—
ville Pride, helped found a gay computer
message board and had worked with HIV/
AIDS patients.

f

WILL PRESENT ITS

Memphis PRIDE AwaArDs

Sunpay, May 4, at 5 p.m.

AT THE Mapison FLAME
The categories and nominees are as follows:
BEST D.J.

VOLUNTEERISM

D.J. Ron

(group or organization)

Carol Smith

Friends For Life

D.J. Wolfy

Holy Trinity Comm. Church
Tsarus

reputation throughout the Mid—South for its
educational programs and the assistance it
provides to affected persons whooften find
themselves abandoned by their families once
receiving the dreadful diagnosis; and ...
whereas, the March 14 festivities ... will also
serve as the official kickoffof a capital cam—
paign to secure funding for building repair
and renovation costs.
"Now, therefore, be it resolved that the
Memphis City Council does applaud and
thank William Bruce and Ralph (Ronney)
Snell for their charitable contribution of a
beautiful building to Friends For Life, which
will greatly enhance the organization‘s abil—
ity to continue greatly serving those affected
with HIV and AIDS."
According to Juanita Horner, FFL direc—
tor of development, along with the sponsor‘s
name prominently being displayed on a
bronze plaque by the room being sponsored,
other recognition vehicles for leadership gifts
can include recognition on the bronze "Wall
of Donors" plaque, which will be located at
the front entrance of the building; a profile
feature story about the sponsor in the FFL
newsletter, Frontline, which is mailed to
more than 5,000 households every quarter;
the sponsor‘s name listed on Capital Cam—
paign Update information, and the sponsor‘s
name listed in the FFL annual report.
Sponsorship opportunities range in re—
quested amounts of $30,000 (the Positive
Living Center and the Food Pantry) and
$20,000 (the Clothes Closet and the Wellness
University classroom) to $10,000 (individual
administrative offices and the Red Ribbon
Gift Shop) and $5,000 (resource library and
testing room).
For more information on the Capital
Building Campaign and sponsorship oppor—
tunities, call Horner at (901) 272—0855.

BEST BARTENDER

Motley Blue

Tim "Odie" Street

MGLCC

Melena
Betty Ray

BUSINESS OF YEAR
BEST CLUB

Buns on the Run

N—Cognito/Allusions

One More

Backstreet Memphis

Sowell & Company

Raiford‘s

Studio on the Square

Crossroads | & II
JOHN PROWETT
BEST BAR —

Vincent Astor

One More

Jason Crockett

Madison Flame

Audrey May

The Pumping Station

Jim Maynard
Len Piechowski

BEST RESTAURANT

Sharon Wray

R.P. Tracks
Melange

DENNIS KIJOWSKI

Buns on the Run

HORIZON AWARD

Bogie‘s Delicatessen

(age 25 and under)

BEST ENTERTAINER

Michael Moore

{individual)

MAGY

DiAnne Price
Carol Plunk
SoFonda Peters
DeMonica Santangello

Admission
$5 per person

VOLUNTEER OF YEAR

which includes

(individual)

a catered dinner

Alma Decena

0DP

Ed Hammett
Angela Lamb

World Wide Web addresses in the Triangle Journal News generally do
not contain the "http://" which normally precedes the "www." in the address
because many web browsers no longer require it if you are already. con—
nected to the world wide web. If you have difficulty connecting to some
addresses, add "http://" to the beginning ofthe address.

LEADERSHIPAWARD

Metro Memphis

Anthony Hardaway

WEB ADVICE

GLBT—SUPPORTIVE

Anita Moyt

Doors will open
at 5 p.m.

Betty Richerson

DONT FORGET
PRIDE 2003 will be Saturday, June 7
April 2003— Triangle Journal News — Page 3

possibly make them available for
loan.

>

by Allen Cook
We were going to start off with
something about how gay this
year‘s Oscars® were... but everyone
reading this saw them, so what‘s the
point?
¥
But thinking of movies brings to
mind that Memphis has lost another
institution. Star Search Video,
owned by J—Wag‘s proprietor
Tommy Stewart, closed for busi—
ness in March auctioning offall the
videos on Mar. 19. Stewart hastens
to add that just because he has
closed one business doesn‘t mean
_he‘s retiring. J—Wag‘s is still open
and is gonna stay that way, he says.
J—Wag‘s is Tennessee‘s oldest gay
bar still operating.

LOCAL

LIVE

Star Search Video held one of
the most extensive collections of
what Stewart termed "special inter—
est" (read gay and lesbian) films
in the country. Out—of—towners vis—
iting Star Search marvelled at the
size of the collection (about 350
films) and remarked that nothing
like that existed at video stores in
their cities.
A good part of the collection
consists of films no longer avail—
able... and, lest you think we‘re
talking porn here, let me assure you
that the films range from a
Chippendales® strip show to films
like Making Love and local tapes
of drag pageants.
Stewart donated the entire col—
lection to the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center which
will house them for posterity and

MEN

CHAT

VOICE

MAIL

MEMPHIS
901—261—0006
Nashville
615—775—1010
Fayetteville
931—297—0010
Carthage
615—489—1010
Hohenwald
931—295—0010
wu A
931—298—0010
Waverly
931—299—0010
Other Local TN #‘s
1—888—272—7277

FREE
u dro
Use Code:8903
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¥
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center has inaugu—
rated a new monthly event — the
Community Birthday Party. The
first one was held in March and
celebrated the birthdays of B.J.
Massengale and Herb Zeman as
well as those of anyone else whose
birthdays fell in March.
In the future, the parties will fea—
ture a pot—luck dinner along with
cake and ice cream, of course.
Check the calendar for the April
birthday party.

Brenda and Wanda Henson
The lesbian couple received the
"heroism" award, which is given to
women whose spirit was tested and
stood as a model for others.

Wanda and Brenda Henson

B.J. Massengale and Herb Zeman
celebratedbirthdays at the MGLCC
in March.

Brenda and Wanda set out in
1993 to create a peaceful place for
retreat and education in Ovett,
Miss. Instead, they encountered
verbal, legal and physical harass—
ment at Camp Sister Spirit, the re—
treat they created on a former
120—acre pig farm.
They won a public nuisance
lawsuit in court and now perform
community services, including pro—
viding clothing, school supplies,
emergency food boxes and funds
for GED exams, in addition to their
retreat programs.

¥
The Women of Achievement
2003 Awards was held during Na—
tional Women‘s History Month
(March) at the University of Mem—
phis Holiday Inn.
Among those honored were

¥
Friends for Life dedicated its
newly acquired building at 43
North Cleveland on Mar. 14. As
you remember, the 18,000 square
foot building was donated to FFL
by Ronnie Snell and William
Bruce.

Since not everyone has heard
the story of how it all happened,
let me recount it here. It‘s a good
one for those who believe in karma.
When Snell: and Bruce decided
to give their building away to a
non—profit organization, FFL
wasn‘t necessarily their first
choice. Neither man had ties to the
AIDS community or knew much of
the organization.
One day Snell gave a ride to a
man who was walking in Midtown
carrying what appeared to be sev—
eral sacks of groceries.
It turned out that the man told
Snell he had AIDS, had been aban—
doned by his family and had just
come from the Friends For Life
Food Pantry.
Doing a little investigation,
Snell and Bruce found out more
about FFL and got a good recom—
mendation about them from United
Way.
The rest, as they say, is history:
Originally, Kim Moss, execu—
tive director of FFL, thought it
might take as much as a year to
renovate the building in order to
bring all its programs together un—
der one roof. That estimate is now
down to a few months thanks to a
grant from the City of Memphis for
$100,000 earmarked to help with
the renovation. Be sure to thank
your councilmember.
¥

Emerald Theatre Company Presents

Come Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean.
swooner, James Dean.
the "Disciples of James Dean" are gathering
The play features Donna Hester, Melissa
Come Bake to the Five and Dime, Jimmy
— for what is expected to be a friendly and wel—
Garrone, Rita Grivich, Harriet Bensman, Sa—
Dean, Jimmy Dean centers on a 20—year re—
comed afternoon of reminiscing and laughs,
vannah Bearden, Diana Powell and Dustin
union of a James Dean fan club in a very
but desperate to discover each other‘s secrets,
Holden.
small Texas town. Many changes have taken
while concealing their own.
s
Show dates are Fridays and Saturdays,
place in the lives of the women attending the
The arrival ofa strange woman who seems
Apr. 4, 5, 11 and12, at 8 p.m.; and Sundays,
reunion. In the middle ofa very long drought,
to be connected to all the disciples brings
Apr: 6 and 13, at 2 p.m. Performances will
surprising revelations and desperate truths to
take place at Theatreworks, located at 2085
all the members ofthe club. The three cen—
Monroe Ave. General admission is $10 with
tral characters are shown in flashback scenes
$5 tickets available for seniors and students
GALAH Meeting Apr.19
that develop the conflicts for the present as
with a valid ID. For reservations call 722—
the women settle scores and make discover—
9302.
The Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists
religion and the separation of church and
ies about each
and Humanists (GALAH) will have its first
state, the civil rights of atheists and human—
other.
meeting on Sat., Apr.19 at 2 p.m. at the
ists, educate the LGBT community about
One of the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Cen—
atheism and humanism and provide social
goals for Emer—
ter, 892 S. Cooper.
support for LGBT atheists and humanists.
ald
Theatre
GALAH (www.galah.org) is a national
For more information contact: Jim
Company is to
organization of gay/lesbian atheists and hu—
Maynard
327—2677,—
or—
_e—mail
provide more
manists working to defend freedom from
memphisgalah@yahoo.com
acting opportu—
nities for fe—
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
male actors.
This is a pow—
YOU SEE THIS LITTLE LINE
erful play with
OFTEN BECAUSE WE CARE
some wonder—
ful parts for
If you haven‘t been to Integrity lately,
ABOUT OUR COMMUNITY
women — with
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
just one token
For information about free advertising —
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
man.
for community organizations...
(OCO
Directed by
e
Calvary Episcopal Church
ETC Co—Artis—
102 N. Second Street
tic Director,
Call (901) 454—1411
901.725.7256
Hal Harmon.
(Some restrictions apply)
Touted as their season oficons, Emerald
Theatre Company has paid tribute to the gay
activist and notable playwright, Larry
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685 S. Highland St.
Adult Sunday School 9:45AM
Sunday Worship Service 11:00AM
Wednesday Night Supper and Study

A name you know, people you trust, for more than 70 years!

6:00PM and 7:00PM.
5299 Summer Avenue 9201—762—6500
Across from Garden Ridge

1—800—967—2525

Visit us at www.lewisford.com
Timothy Meadows, MDiv.,Pastor
We‘re a church with lots of heart, open minds
and mutual—respect for every body.
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LIFETIME OIL & FILTER CHANGES
with the purchase of any new vehicle

Come grow with us!

Church Office: 320—9376
Prayer Line: 320—9377
www.holytrinitymemphis.org
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Leader in

Gay Adult

Filmmaking Resigns

While Ross said financial spe—
cifics like annual revenue and to—
—tal video and DVD sales were
proprietaryinformation, he did say
After 14 years with Falcon Stu—
that Rutherford helped expand the
dios, a leading gay adult film pro—
business, including solidifying a
duction house, the company‘s
stronger Internet presence at
president, John Rutherford, an—
FalconStudios.com.
nounced he‘ll resign from his post
"The company has expanded
next month.
since he took over. Things have
Rutherford joined Falcon after
been growing and getting larger,"
hearing the company‘s founder,
Ross said. "The movies have
Charles Holmes, give a lecture in
stayed on track. Each year, they‘re
his class at San Francisco State
getting bigger — the products have
University. He worked his way up
always been a step above every—
the ranks and eventually took over
thing else."
the helm at Falcon following
Rutherford and Holmes together
Holmes‘ death two years ago. ;
created a gay sex film.empire, but
"I came to Falcon 14 years ago
always created a safe environment
for their models and actors. They
built a reputation for assembling a
Leona Helmsley Faces New Lawsuit
community instead of a machine
that chews up people and spits them
From Former Employee
out.
"Falcon sex is the cream of the
take an executive position with her
NEW YORK (AP) — A former
body is suing her claiming he was
crop,
and it‘s done with morals,"
firm, but Watkins said he was ter—
employee is suing Leona Helmsley,
fired because he is straight,"
Rutherford
told the San Francisco
minated on Jan. 7, 2002, after he
claiming the billionaire hotelier fired
Helmsley‘s attorney, Steve Eckhaus,
Chronicle
last
year. "We don‘t do
him because he no longer wanted to
told the Daily News. "Neither of told Helmsley he wanted to con—
anything
that
would
induce unsafe
centrate more on his job and less
these guys are ever going to see a
be romantically involved with her.
sex,
drug
use
or
even
cigarette
on their relationship.
The latest legal challenge comes
penny."
smoking."
On Mar. 4, a judge reduced a
just one month after another ex—
Roger Watkins, 52, is seeking
It was this philosophy that
jury‘s
award to former hotel man—
employee sued Helmsley, saying
$9 million and his former job as
helped
Falcon position itself as a
ager Charles Bell to $554,000 from
chief operating officer of Helmsley
she fired him because he is gay.
philanthropic
entity to give back to
$11.17 million. Bell had claimed
"Last month she‘s on trial be—
Enterprises, the paper reported.
the
community.
A not—for—profit
that Helmsley fired him because of
cause she supposedly fired a man
Helmsley and Watkins had been
business,
Falcon
is tied to the
his sexual orientation.
involved before she asked him to
because he was gay. Now some—
Charles M. Holmes Foundation,
directly out of college, and this life
is pretty much all I know," Ruth—
erford said. "I‘ve chosen to take
this time to reprioritize my personal
wants and needs."
Rutherford, 39, was handpicked
to succeed Holmes, who taught the
young director how to run the stu—
dio. Since Holmes‘ passing, Ruth—
erford created an even tighter
family environment and made sure
people got credit where credit was
due, according to Chuck Ross, a
Falcon spokesman.
"We‘re thoroughly upset and
sad to see him go. It‘s his decision
and it‘s just a life change," Ross
said. "(John) was a director for 14

Ari Bendersky, Gay.com /
PlanetOut.com Network

years and ran the business. He‘s got
(the company) to the point where
he can hand it over. No quality (in
the production) will be lost."
During his tenure, Rutherford
directed some of the most ac—
claimed gay adult movies and dis—
covered leading porn stars like
Matthew Rush, Ken Ryker and Jer—
emy Penn. His creative largesse
helped place Falcon Studios at the
top of the gay adult film industry.
He recently re—released the vintage
film The Other Side of Aspen 1,
which was named best classic gay
DVD at the 2002 GayVN Awards
— the Academy Awards of gay
porn.

and funnels all post—expense prof— —
itsinto charitable organizations,
including 20 HIV/AIDS outreach
programs, the Human Rights Cam—
paign, the Gay, Lesbian and
Straight Education Network
(GLSEN), the Gay & Lesbian Vic—
tory Fund and even the U.S. Holo—
caust Museum.
Last year the foundation do—
nated $1 million — the largest
single—contributor gift — to help
put the finishing touches on San
Francisco‘s long—awaited Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
Community Center, which is now
named for the studio‘s founder.
"All the gay people who spent
their hard—earned money on enter—
tainment saw it go right back into
the center that‘s helping them be
OK with themselves and their sexu—
ality," Rutherford told the
Chronicle. "Falcon is and has been
an integral part of gay history."
Now that Rutherford is perma—
nently etched into that history
book, he plans to spend his free
time focusing on relaxing.
"This decision is strictly for me.
It has nothing to do with the busi—
ness or my place within the adult
film community," Rutherford said.
"I want to take some time to think,
travel and explore lots of options
open to me for the future."
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Judge Grants Divorce to Two Texas men
BEAUMONT, Texas (AP) —
The state of Texas may not recog—
nize gay marriages, but that didn‘t
stop a judge in Southeast Texas
from granting a same—sex divorce
in March.
Judge Tom Mulvaney of the
279th District Court signed a di—
vorce decree on Mar. 7 for Beau—
mont residents Russell Smith, 26,
and John Anthony, 34. Smith and
Anthony were granted a license of
civil union in Vermont in Febru—
ary 2002. The Vermont Legislature
approved civil unions in 2000, giv—
ing domestic partnerships many of
the benefits of marriage.
Mulvaney said the case was a
first for him and others in the legal
profession said they thought it was
the only such divorce in the state.
Smith, who petitioned for the
divorce, said getting the divorce in
Texas was expensive and strenu—
ous. But getting the union dissolved
in Vermont would have required
Smith or Anthony to live in that
state for at least a year before a fi—

U.S.

Census

nal divorce hearing, the Beaumont
Enterprise reported.
Smith said he had to get a legal
divorce for financial reasons. The
couple did not file joint income tax
returns, but they did have joint auto
and life insurance. The two also ran
several businesses together and the
division oftheir assets and proper—
ties was done by agreement.
Smith‘s lawyer, Ronnie Cohee,
said that because the Vermont
union was legally binding, it
needed to be legally dissolved. She
said her legal justification relied on
the U.S. Constitution‘s full faith
and credit clause, which requires
states to recognize marriages from
other states.
Since Vermont legalized civil
unions in 2000 there have been
5,328 unions and 14 of thosehave
ended in dissolution, said Bill
Apao, the director of public health
statistics for the Vermont Health
Department.
Cohee also said that even
though Texas law refers to a hus—

Leaves Out

band ‘and wife when talking about
marriage, state law refers to "par—
ties" when addressing dissolution.
Richard Carlson, a law profes—
sor at South Texas College of Law
in Houston, said that because the
divorce was sought by agreement,
appeals in the case are unlikely. But
if an appeal was made to a higher
court, Carlson said he would expect
that court to simply not recognize
the marriage as binding.
Although Vermont recognizes
civil unions, no state sanctions gay
marriages. Some cities have mu—
nicipal ordinances that recognize
partnerships for purposes of em—
ployee benefits, Carlson said.
Courts in Hawaii and Alaska
approved gay marriage, but their
legislatures later passed constitu—
tional amendments limiting mar—
riage to couples of the opposite sex.
Massachusetts‘ highest court de—
bated a case recently that could
make the state the first state to le—
galize gay marriages.

Symbol
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INSURHNCE
Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the Goy & Lesbian Community
Office: 377—1075 Enrica Ramey Home: 374—9502
E—mail: enricaramey@aol.cam
IS YOUR LIFE IN A
FEEDBACK LOOP

9
Needing more fulfillment?
Wanting more changes in your life?
Having difficulty in figuring out the problem?
Considering therapy to get you on track?
Genuine and« Depression/Anxiety
Caring Therapist focusingon:
*Relationships
+ Abuse Issues
* Goal and Motivational Coaching

Thousands of

Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW 757—7706

Gays and Lesbians
Masters Level Licensed Clinical Social Worker —
ofonline respondents leased a report describing the
AMHERST, Mass. —The U.S. tolar questions
a Harris Interactive/Witeck— 594,691
Census 2000 count of same—sex Combs
same—sex couples in the 50 f
states
and
the District ofColumbia.
couples missed at least a hundred "Thesurvey.
we surveyed were "Our study
thousand more couples, according politicallypeople
implies that the new I
aware and were more census data should
to a study released by the Institute likely to know
I
about and use the carefully," cautionedbe M.interpreted
for
Gay
and
Lesbian
Strategic
V.
Lee
‘unmarried partner‘ option," ac— Badgett, Ph.D., co—author 0%. xrea.
Studies (IGLSS).
to Mare Rogers, Ph.D., one
*Two surveys of gay, lesbian, cording
of the authors of the report. —
bisexual and transgender people €They‘re*a@
scenario,
show an undercount of 16—19 per— ineaning the best—case
actual undercount is used the unmarried partner option
cent of same—sex couples, as docu— likely
to be far higher."
mented in "Left Out of the Count:
also found that
Missing Same—sex Couples in Cen— moreThethansurveys
ofthe couples
sus 2000." [IGLSS, March 2003] not using two—thirds
"unmarried partner" in—
Gay, lesbian, bisexual and stead listed
themselves as
. transgender people who lived with "housemates/roommates"
the
a same—sex partner on April 1, census forms. When askedonwhy
2000, could list themselves as "un— they did not call themselves unmar—
cpSSIaJ,
married partners" on the official partners, respondents reported
census form. IGLSS surveyed in— ried
concerns and a lack
dividuals in same—sex couples confidentiality
of census options for their
about their census responses at the ofownfitfamily
configurations.
Millennium March for gay equal
rights. A second survey asked simi— The U.S. Census Bureau re—
Croan?
ﬁe“
T
IGLSS study.
I
"We found that couples who

54W mgr-Q § 1

I

had higher incomes in one survey
and higher levels of education in
the other. So the missing couples
might be very different from the
couples that the Census Bureau de—
scribes."
s
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PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
* Individual Therapy
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Gay Teens Tell
BOZEMAN (AP) — Gay high
school students in Montana are at—
tacked and called names every day
in school and teachers usually do
nothing to stop it, gay teens say in
a new documentary film.
"We are blind to their lives and
the harassment and pain that they
suffer," filmmaker Betty Kijewski
of the Montana Human Rights Net—
work said.
° Kijewski traveled around the
state and interviewed gay teenag—
ets for the film, The End ofSilence:

Horror Stories in

Montana Gay Youth Speak.
She condensed more than seven
hours of interviews into a half hour
of what she considered the most
gripping stories. The students in the
film were referred to by first name
only, and no hometowns were
given.
One teenager recounted an in—
cident when a boy held his head on
the curb and kicked the back ofhis
head.
«A 15—year—old girl recalled how
she was hit with a soda bottle.

s

Sheridan Lambe, cLcsw
Specializing in
¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling
6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178
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Documentary

Even somerants,
teachersgaygostudents
off on
homophobic
said."I was always looking over my
shoulder
inwasclass,goingtrying
to make
sure
noone
to
harass
me,
orthrow
something
atme,"
one
boy
said
in tothetryfilm.
"It made it a lot
harder
to
learn."
Eventhatmoremadedisturbing
thanare the
stories
the
tape
theto
attacks
gay
teenagers
recounted
Kijewski off
camera,
she told the
Bozeman
Daily
Chronicle.
Kijewski told of a student in

p

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
IN/OUT CALLS
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GIFT CERTIFICATES
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school,Kijewski
run away
ornationwide,
commit sui—
cide.
said
one
out
of
three
teenage
suicides
are
attributed
to
the
child‘s
homosexu—
ality.
hopes toofficials
show theinfilmthe
tostateasKijewski
many
school
asto possible.
She said
schools
need
adopt
policies
that
protector
every
child
from
harassment
abuse,
andthosethenpolicies,
must stand
firmly
behind
even
when
confronted
with
homophobic
par—
ents.

Students Testify of Harassment at
Kentucky High School
By RogerPressAlfordWriter contends, to prevent a group of bers refused to allow the group to
Associated
about 25 students
from forming
the meet on campus because they dis—
Gay—Straight
Alliance.
Seven
stu—
agreed with the students‘ view—
ASHLAND,
Ky.
(AP)—A
stu—
dents
are
listed
as
plaintiffs.
point.
dent
who
led
the
effort
to
create
a
Winter
Huff,
an
attorney
repre—
Lange asked for an injunction
support
group
for
gay
students
at
senting
the
school
district,
said
the
that would allow the Gay—Straight
Boyd
Countyobvious
High School
saidof thein— school board was acting in the best Alliance to meet on campus imme—
need
was
because
interest ofvoted
all students
whenclubits diately. She said the students
stances
of
intolerance.
members
to
suspend
should not be required to wait for
Tyler
McClelland,
17,
a
senior,
meetings.
a decision because the organization
said hisin amock
classmates
who partici—
"Theytodiditssobasic
to return
the school
will be meaningful only during
pated
legislative
session
district
mission,"
she
‘their school years.
last
year
agaymeasure
to said.
Besides claims under federal
have"Itpassed
open approved
huntingon
students.
Huff
said
law, the lawsuit charges that the
almost
unanimously,"
school board also violated the Ken—
McClelland
testified
in
federal
‘tucky Education Reform Act by
icourt in Ashland. "It was pretty
usurping the authority of a school
,bag."
‘council that‘voted torecognize the **
The American
CivilMcClelland
Liberties
$Gay—Straight Alliance.
Union,
representing
McClelland said he had wit—
and
six
other
students,
asked
U.S.
inessed homosexual students being
District
Judge Davidthat Bunning
to
grantan
injunction
would
force
the Boydthe County
schoolAlliance
district toto
allow
Gay—Straight
meetTheonACLU
campus.claims in a lawsuit
ifiled
inschool
Januarydistrictthatviolated
the Boyd
County
stu—
dents‘
rights
under
the
federal
Equal
Access Act and the First
Amendment.
The local
school board clubs
voted toin
suspend
all
nonacademic
December in an effort, the ACLU
the high school was
consumed by the issue of whether
a Gay—Straight Alliance should be
allowed to meet on campus, At. one
point, students staged a walkout to
protest formation ofthe club.
The suspension was to last until
July 1. Huffsaid the school board,
which has the responsibility to pro—
vide safe, schools that are. condu—
cive to learning, was within its
rights to take the action.
The ACLU contends school of—
ficials have permitted many clubs,
including the Beta Club, drama
club, student council, cheerleaders
and sports teams, to continue to
meet since the school board‘s de—
cision.
Tamara: Lange, one of three
ACLU attorneys representing the
students, said school board mem—
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Helena
had hisjawclassmates
broken in
anthought
attackwho
because
hegaywasteensgay.have been sub—
"Other
jected
tothea standard
"initiation,"
in
which
victim‘s
head
is
thrust
into a dirty— toilet
and theknown
toilet asis
flushed
a
practice
swirling.
"I without
could haveknowing
lived my that,"
whole
life
Kijewski
‘said.that"Ihappened
hadmore‘tothanthem."
one
kid
tell
me
harassment
a lotTheofconstant
gay teens
to quitcauses
high

like
jesus.

harassed at the school. One student,

he said, was struck in the head by
‘a soft—drink bottle. Hesaid homo—
‘sexual students were often called
names by classmates.
"I believe that no matter what
‘your sexual orientation is, you
should be treated equally as human
beings," McClelland said.

®

Cay

It‘s been said that we are crazy at Prescott, because
of the stances we take and our proud tradition
of welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual, or
. political orientation. It‘s been said that Jesus was crazy too and
we always try to do our very best to follow Him.
If you‘ve been looking for a church that‘s radically different,
with an active mission to explore compassion, peace, justice
and the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness is about!

fresco“ Church
Rev. Martha Bratrem, Pastor
499 Patterson St. at Mynders,
across from U of M
9:30 Sunda School 10:45 Worship
01—327—8479
www.prescottchurch.org
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just throw the copy away
— recycle it.
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FFL Introduces

Newest Program:

CLUB NIGHT
University

nity. Friends For Life says it will
Executive Director Kim Moss and
April will see the initiation of
keep the community informed on
funded in part by Ryan White Title
The Wellness University at Friends
its progress with its own "report
II funds, The Wellness University
For Life, a community—wide adher—
cards."
is a pioneer effort in the commu—
ence program that coordinates the
medical treatment and supportive
services of persons with HIV/
Who Is Involved with
AIDS.
The Wellness University
Because adherence to programs
and medications are so important
A program such as The Wellness University requires immense
to the health and well—being of per—
«collaboration with other service providers to be successful. The
sons living with HIV/AIDS, and
Wellness University is the a collaborative effort of the following
because lack of adherence is rap—
organizations:
idly becoming an increasing prob—
lem that results in ill—health and
even death, this has proven to be a
* Friends For Life — Oversight of Wellness Univer—
timely and much—needed program
sity, Positive Living Center, Prevention for Posmves
for the AIDS community.
Positively Sober, Day—By—Day
The Wellness University cre—
*
Regional
Medical Center Adult Special Care Clinic
ates an individualized "wellness
—
Medical
treatment, medication adherence educa—
plan" for each "student" that helps
tion, support groups, case management
them develop the skills necessary
to live a high—quality of life with
* St. Jude Children‘s Research Hospital — Medical
HIV/AIDS.
treatment, educational sessions, case management
Credits are earned as the stu—
and counseling
dents utilize medical treatment and
*
Methodist
Teaching Practice — Medical treatment,
supportive services. The students
case
management
can then use these credits for in—
centives, such as household items
* Family Services of the Mid—South —Mental health,
and kitchenware, as they complete —
alcohol and drug abuse treatment, support groups,
their "Degree in Wellness."
case management, financial case management
Incentives will be provided at
*+ Memphis/Shelby County Health Department —
different levels of completion of
Nutritional counseling
the Wellness University (freshman,
* Loving Arms — Support groups, educational ses—
sophomore, junior and senior).
The only admission criteria is
sions and holistic services
that all persons admitted must have
* Hope House — Support groups and educatlonal
HIV or AIDS, be self—referred or
sessions
referred by a case manager from
* Community HIV Care Network (formerly Memphrs
another service provider and be
HIV Family Care Network) — Educational sessions
willing to commit, to the best of
their ability, to maintain adherence
and special events
with their individualized wellness
+ Memphis Health Center — Medical treatment
plan.
* Statscript Pharmacy — Adherence/medication
The four main curriculum of
education
The Wellness University are 1)
*
Five
pharmaceutical companys — Monetary fund—
HIV and AIDS 101, 2) Maintain—
ing for various educational sessions
ing Responsibility, 3) Staying
Healthy and 4) Living Day—by—
Day.
Created by Friends For Life

Supreme
Court
Continued from page 1
"Why isn‘t that something the
state has no business in, because it
isn‘t hurting anybody?" Breyer
asked.
The state has an interest in pro—
tecting marriage and family and
promoting the birth of children,
Rosenthal replied. "Texas can set
bright line moral standards for its
people."
A large crowd stood in line out—
side the court before the oral argu—
ments in hopes of getting a scarce
seat for one of the court‘s biggest
cases this year. A knot of protest—
ers stood apart, holding signs that
read "AIDS is God‘s revenge,"
"God sent the sniper" and other
messages.
State anti—sodomy laws, once

universal, now are rare. Those on
the books are infrequently enforced
but underpin other kinds of dis—
crimination, lawyers and gay rights
supporters said.
"We truly hope the Supreme
Court in its wisdom will remove
this mechanism that has been used
for so long to obstruct basic civil—
ity to gay and lesbian people," said
Elizabeth Birch, executive director
ofthe gay rights organization Hu—
man Rights Campaign.
In 1986, a narrow majority of
the court upheld Georgia‘s sodomy
law in a ruling that became a touch—
stone for the growing gay rights
movement. Even then the court‘s
decision seemed out of step and
was publicly unpopular, said
Harvard law professor Laurence
Tribe, who argued on the losing
side ofthe case.
"We‘re now dealing with a very
small handful ofstatutes in a cir—
cumstance where the country,

whatever its attitudes toward dis—
crimination based on sexual orien—
tation, (has reached) a broad
consensus that what happens in the
privacy of the bedroom between
consenting adults is simply none of
the state‘s business."
Sexual conduct laws remain
in 13 states
Sodomy laws that outlaw anal and oral
sex between people of the same gender
exist in 13 states. Nine of the states also
outlaw this sexual conduct between
people of different sexes.
States with sexual conduct laws
Law applies to EHB Law applies to
same—sex and
same—sex
different sex
. partners only
partners

SOURCE: Lambda Legal
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Wanted

in Stabbing,

Murdered

in

Pennsylvania Gay Leader Found

Golf Course Lake

The Glenmaura National Golf
Club water hazard is about a half—
mile from the Moosic roadway
where Pierson‘s partner of several
months, Kenneth Stephens, said
Pierson had stabbed him in his
pickup truck early on Jan. 28.
Police charged Pierson with the
stabbing, based on Stephens‘ ac—
count, but they never found him to
serve the papers. Pierson was gone
when police responded to the scene,
and a search of the area that night
proved fruitless.
"I don‘t believe police did a thor—
ough search. There‘s no way they
searched as well as they said they
did. They would have found him,"
said Lee LaChette, a friend who

By Maryclaire Dale
Associated Press Writer
For six. weeks, Michael
Pierson‘s friends wondered where
the shy, conscientious health edu—
cator had gone after his lover was
stabbed.
&
He didn‘t get far.
Two men found the body ofthe
. gay community leader Wednesday
in a retaining pond on a northeast—
ern Pennsylvania golf course.
Pierson, 40, of —Wilkes—Barre,
suffered a single, fatal stab wound
to the chest, according to the
Lackawanna County Coroner‘s
Office, which ruled the death a ho—
micide.

Presbyterian

said she went to Moosic police sev—
eral times to ask about Pierson‘s
disappearance.
"They (police) were starting to
question whether they had a vic—
tim or a suspect, but it doesn‘t seem
they ever pursued it," she said.
Supervisors at the American
Red Cross in Scranton worried
when Pierson failed to return to
work after Jan. 27, but they didn‘t
want to pry too much, given news
ofthe assault warrant.
"Our hands were tied, because
there was nothing we could do
other than wait to hear from
Michael — if we were going to,"
said Mark Innocenzi, the agency‘s
director of HIV education.

Court Upholds Church

» Pierson, in his job as an outreach
educator, distributed condoms at
gay bars, spoke to community
groups and led sessions for gay col—
lege students at area campuses.
"He loved this job," said
Innocenzi, who called Pierson an
exemplary employee.
LaChette had known Pierson for
about two years through Pride of
Northeast PA, a gay social group
in which both served as officers.
Days before he disappeared, she
had urged him to file a domestic
violence charge against Stephens
after he turned up with bruises and
a black eye, LaChette said.
"They supposedly had broken
up that night, a Thursday evening,"

Official‘s

she said. "We (friends) didn‘t like
the relationship."
Stephens, who was stabbed in
the chest and neck, was released
after a few days in a Scranton hos—
pital, police said.
He does not have a listed tele—
phone number at his home in Plains
Township, and could not be
reached for comment. State police
said he was still in the area, but
wouldn‘t say if they had talked to
him since Pierson‘s body was
found.
Police have been reinterviewing
witnesses in the case, but otherwise
declined to say where the investi—
gation has led them, said State Po—
lice Sgt. Mark Lavelle.

Decision to Avoid

Showdown over Gay Ministers
By Jim Suhr
Associated Press Writer

The Permanent Judicial Com—
mission still rebuked the Rev.
Fahed Abu—Akel, however, saying
Mar. 19 that he overstepped his au—
thority by imploring those who
sought the showdown to recon—
sider.
Abu—Akel, an Atlanta minister,
is the church‘s moderator, the
elected titular head of the denomi—

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
A Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
panel has upheld the denomina—
tional leader‘s refusal to call a spe—
cial meeting where conservatives
wanted to push for greater enforce—
ment of a ban on gay clergy.

Living

nation. The church has 2.5 million
members.
The ruling "could not have been
worded more strongly," said Paul
Rolf Jensen, the attorney for the
Rev. William Pawson, who pressed
for the church trial over Abu—
Akel‘s actions.
In January, a Presbyterian elder
in California presented Abu—Akel
1. uM % ® ®

Word

Christian

Church

A Powerful Place o Belong...

a petition seeking a "special assem—
discipline congregations that are
bly" to address the gay clergy is—
willing to ordain non—celibate gays
sue. The petition had: the required
in defiance of church bans.
number of signatures from clergy
On Mar.17, Jensen argued that
and lay members to force the meet—
Abu—Akel, in light of the petition,
ing under church law.
had a duty to call the special meet—
But Abu—Akel wrote to petition—
ing. He had pressured petitioners
ers, lobbying against the special
to recant, Jensen said.
assembly he said would cost
But Abu—Akel‘s attorney coun—
$500,000 and divert attention from
tered that the church leader "took
other church work. Thirteen sign— > every reasonable, prudent and ¢x—
peditious step" to ensure the peti—
ers withdrew their names, leaving
tion was proper and that those who
petitioners short of the minimum
recanted were not under pressure.
needed to call the meeting.
According to the 10—page ruling,
The special assembly would
petitioners may join or withdraw
have been the first held by the 2 14—
year—old denomination, based in
from a request for a special meet—
Louisville, Ky.
ing until the moderator — Abu—
Akel — issues the call for one.
The flap underscored the ten—
sion within the denomination,
Still, Abu—Akel‘s letter "had the
appearance of seeking to under—
where conservatives have been
critical of what they view as the
mine the rights" ofthe petitioners,
the ruling read.
refusal of top church officials to

A place to relate, a place to
grow, a place where you
can build relationships that
for 13 years! Please call
last a lifetime...a powerful

me wheu gou are ready to
sell or to

&

place to belong.
al

Steve Solomon

2489 Broad Avenue
Memphis, TN 381 12
PASTOR
901—452—6272
KYLE DEAREN

(Adjacent to the Post Office)

SOWELL & COMPANY
¢

i

R v Eon A < L + T +00 + R .$
STEVE SOLOMON

Services:
_

Sunday

10AM and 6PM

also Wednesday at 7PM
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The Triangle Journal Calendar of Events
APRIL 2003
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY
CHURCH
SERVICES
*Open
Heart
Community
ofFaith
—
Bible
Study
&
Worship
Celebration
—
North End ofFirst
Congregational
(901) 323—3514 and
— IamHoly
*«HolyTrinity
Community
Church —— SundaySchool

Worshlp
Service & Children‘s Church — (901) 320—9376 — 9:45am and 11am
*First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo, and Worship
Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and 10:30am
«Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901) 327—8479 —
9:30am & 10:45am
f
*Living Word Christian Church — Morning and Evening Worship Services
— (901) 276—0577 — 10am and 6pm

%
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
*Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
*Prescott Church — Fellowship Dinner & Christian Life Study and Discussion
— (901) 327—8479 — 6pm & 6:45pm
*Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper and Bible Study —
(901) 320—9376 — 6pm & 7pm
*Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901) 276—0577 —
7pm
*Open Heart Community of Faith — "Miracles" — Study Group — North End of
First Congregational — (901) 323—3514 — 7:30pm
—
SUNDAYS
*Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
*Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Cordova Bowling Center — (901)
722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
*Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
*Show Nite — Paragon Lounge — 8pm
*Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
eQueer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
*Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
*»Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm

2117 Peabody
901—278—6673

901—278—MORE

MONDAYS
*@Pool Tournament The Jungle — 7:30pm
«Dart Tournament — Pumping Station — 7:30pm —
*Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm

TUESDAYS
*Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
«American Idol — Metro — 7pm
«Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm __
*Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
*Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm
WEDNESDAYS
American Idol — Metro — 7pm
«Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
«Midtown Round—Up — Country Dance Night— Crossroads — 8pm
«Ink & Metal Nite — Show your tats and piercings forspecxals — Pumping
Station — All Day
THURSDAYS
*Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Prescott Church Fellowship Hall — (901) 438—
2427 — 7:30pm
*Karaoke — Paragon Lounge — 8pm
Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
*Talent Search Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
*Star Karaoke — Crossroads — 10pm
*Amateur Show — Metro — 11:30pm
FRIDAYS
*First Congo Fllms — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 7pm &
9pm
*Ladies Nite — Half Price Martinis — Paragon Lounge — 8pm
*Karaoke — One More — 8pm
*Pool Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
»Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
«Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
*Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
SATURDAYS
«Camp Fire USA — First Congregational Church — (901) 327—0438 or
CampFireMemphis@yahoo.com — 10am
— +Dance Nite — Paragon Lounge — 8pm
Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
*Supershows — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15am
Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight & Jam
April 2003 — The Triangle Journal News—Page 11

WELCOME
Adult Sunday School begins at 9:45AM
Children‘s Sunday School & Worship Service is
each Sunday at 11 AM.
Fellowship Supper GPM and Fellowship
Gathering 7ZPM each Wednesday.
Holy Trinity Community Church
Phone: 901—320—9376
Website: new Holytrinitymemphis .org
Email:HTCCMemphis@aol.com
We are located at 3430 Summer Ave.
~ (Between Highland and National)
The Rev. Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor

SPECIAL EVENTS
Sunday, April 6th

Thursday, April 3rd
PFLAG — Prescott Church

Daylight Savings Time
Begins

— (901) 761—1444 — 7pm
Friday, April 4th
Catholic Mass with Special

Group for

*»Come Back to the Five and

— Holy Trir

Dime Jimmy Dean, Jimmy

nity Chur

Dean — Theatreworks

9376 — 7pm:

Invitation to GLBTs — St.

(2085 Monroe Avenue) —

Patrick‘s Cathedral — 7pm

(901) 722—9302 — 2pm
*»Ubaka Hill with the

Come Back to the Five and

Thursday
«Parents Tog

The

Larry Timmerman
«Come Back to the Five and

Drum Song Orchestra —

Dime Jimmy Dean, Jimmy

Dean — Theatreworks

Prescott Church — (901)

Dean — Theatreworks

(2085 Monroe Avenue) —

503—0660 or (901) 278—

(2085 Monroe Avenue) —

4264 — 3pm

(901) 722—9302 — 8pm

_

Journal

Bill Johns

Friday, April 11th

Dime Jimmy Dean, Jimmy

(901) 722—9302 — 8pm

Triangle

Antique

OHarehouse

Mall

2563 Summer Avenue

__

Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM

Saturday, April 5th

Monday, April 7th

*First Saturday Club — First

*Feast for Friends — Hosted

Congregational Church —

by Friends For Life — St.

(901) 278—6786 — 2pm

John‘s United Methodist
Church — (901) 272—0855
— 6pm

«Memphis Maulers —
Women‘s Football —

*Jackson Lambda Support

Oakhaven Stadium —

Group — Jackson, TN —

www. MemphisMaulers.com
— 7pm

i

> ;Davis—Kidd Conference

I

Saturday, April 12th

— 10pm

f

Dime Jimmy Dean, Jimmy

Tuesday, April 8th

Dean — Theatreworks

«Lambda Circle — First

(2085 Monroe Avenue) —

(2085 Monroe Avenue) —

— Jonesboro — 7pm
Monday, April 21st
Thursday, April 17th

(901) 722—9302 — 8pm

Passover

Church — (901) 272—0855

Palm Sunday

(892 South Cooper) —

— 6pm

*»Come Back to the Five and

(901) 278—4297 — 7pm

*Les Ballets Trockadero de

(901) 278—6786 — 6:30pm

Dean — Theatreworks

Tuesday, April 22nd
Friday, April 18th

Anne Price — Wang‘s

Good Friday

Mandarin House — 6pm

(2085 Monroe Avenue) —

Monte Carlo —
Wednesday, April 9th —
«2xLambda — First Wednes—

(901) 722—9302 — 2pm
@WAC (Women‘s Action

day Outing — Brooks

Coalition) — First Congre—

Museum — Dinner or

gational Church — 1000

_ Coffee Afterwards — (901)
223—3331 — 7pm

South Cooper —
amullns@memphis.edu —
6:30pm
*«2xLambda — Second Sun—
day Social — Aphrodite
Show — Madison Flame —
(901) 223—3331 — 8pm

Mo‘ Tenors —
Orpheum Theatre — (901)

MASSAGE

&

GUESTHOUSE

May 2003 TJN Due Out

Saturday, April 19th

Fun — Africa in April

— Fourth Friday

Out & About Calendar —
tincalendargirl@yahoo.com

278—4297 — 2pm

for the May 2003 TJN

*Integrity Worship, Dinner,
and Program — $8 —
Calvary Episcopal Church
— (901) 278—8915 or (901)

3 14=1i04
Call

for Appointment
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CREDIT
CARDS
ACCEPTED

Community Center (892

& Humanists) — Commu—

11:30am

MAJOR

_

Ad & Copy Deadline

ing (Union Avenue) —

ABC4TOUCH
@AOL . COM

Sunday, April 27th
eMGLCC Board Meeting —

or (901) 268—4675

South Cooper) — (901)

ing — United Way Build—

COMPANY

3331 — 7pm

for the May 2003

Tuesday, April 15th

«AIDS Consortium Meet—

BODYWISE

(Downtown) — (901) 223—

Submissions deadline

Gay and Lesbian Atheists

Your taxes are due today!
A

Friday, April 25th

525—3000 — 8pm

*GALAH (The Memphis
ABC4TOUCH

John‘s United Methodist

— Community Center

Dime Jimmy Dean, Jimmy

7256 — 8pm

*Feast for Friends — Hosted
by Friends ForLife — St.

Sunday, April 13th

Congregational Church —

Germantown Performing

Easter Sunday

Support Group

Dean — Theatreworks

(901) 722—9302 — 8pm

Arts Centre — (901) 757—

Sunday, April 20th

Wednesday, April 16th

*»Come Back to the Five and

*Gay & Lesbian Book Club

Dime Jimmy Dean, Jimmy

*

Night — Pumping Station

iRoom — 6pm

«Come Back to the Five and

Members of American Cut Glass Association _
We Buy and Sell Estates

«Memphis Bears Club

374—9484 — 6:30pm, 7pm,
& 7:45pm

nity Center (892 South
Cooper) — 2pm
*»Mirror Image — TG/TS

eWAC (Women‘s Action
Coalition) — First Congre—
gational Church — 1000

Social & Support Group —

South Cooper —

Holy Trinity Community

amullns@memphis.edu —

Church —

6:30pm

MirrorImage_TG@yahoo.com
— 7pm
*Three Mo‘ Tenors —
Orpheum Theatre — (901)
525—3000 — 8pm
*Tsarus Club Night —
Pumping Station — 10pm

Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Switchboard

324—4297
A 24—hour Information Service of the
Memphis Gay & LesbianCommunity Center
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.
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Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources D/rectoryis
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station — 683—9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd.
"@ 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkms
— # 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
= 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
= 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd
® 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
# 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
ackstreet*: 2018
ourt
treet
= 276—5522.
R
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place
# 272—0022.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French
Quarter Suites)*, 2144 Madison # 728—
4000,
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Crossover: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS # 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
Crossroads II*: 111 N. Claybrook
= 274—8655.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—
8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison
# 278—9839.
_ —
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.

Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn
# 274—8010.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways
Blvd. #701 = 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove #
320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
# 274—9794.
_ Pumping Station‘: 1382 Poplar Ave.
# 272—7600.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon
MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
nz &
Outz*: 553
South
Cooper
# 728—6535.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.com
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/levi club » Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): BGALA c/o Office
of Greek Affairs, Box 100, U of M
38152, email: bgala@cc.memphis.edu.
# 729—3915.

Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Memphis 38174—1803 # 726—4342, email:
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com .
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
# 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club + Meets Thurs.,
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298
Elzey, Memphis 38104 = 272—2116.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
crpegues @aol.com.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965,
Nashville,
TN
37203,
www.equalitytennessee.org.
4F:; Leather/Levi group + 698 Pope Dr.,
Bartlett 38112.
First Congregational Church: Worship
Service: Sun. 9 & 10:30 am, Wed. 6 pm ®
1000 South Cooper = 278—6786.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Worship, 11 am * 166 Poplar = 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization « 1384
Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
# 278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship
Service: Sun. 9 & 11 am; Bible study:
Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland # 320—9376,
e—mail:HTCCMemphis @aol.com.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
# 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group:
Memphis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500
for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
2489 Broad Aver 452—6272
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852,Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
MAGY for info website:www.geocities.
com. westhollywood/1772/.
Memphis Bears Club: 1066 Wrenwood,
Memphis 38122 = 323—4773, e—mail:
info@memphisbears.com, website:
www.memphisbears.com.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists &
Humanists (GALAH): www.geocities.—
com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): 892 S Cooper
Memphis 38104 # 278—4297.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Justice (MLGCY): Box 241363, Memphis
38124
_ ®
327—2677, e—mail:
@yahoo.com, www.geocities.com/
migej.
f
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
*+ Box 111265, Memphis 38111
# 32—PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@ aol.com.
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group » c/o
Barbara Jean Jasen, Box 11052,
Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
# 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female)
# 728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.5
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive
Christian Church» Sun. Service 6:30 p.m.,
meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other

Tuesdaﬁ at 7 pm at The Jungle,
# 78B—4PLA (4752)
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Community Resources

Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
# 357—1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
James Bailey.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
38677 =
662—915—7049, email:
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/giba.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
# 678—3339.

COUNSELING SERVICES
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
www.alivememphis.com, Individual &
Couples Therapy, EMDR, Radiant Heart
Therapy. # 372—2991, Susan Taranto;
372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
Eric Cassius, L.P.C.,
C.H.T.:
Hypnotherapy, Individual, Group,
Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling.
..—.Sliding scale fee available. # 685—5491
for appointment.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper #
844—4357.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett Place #
372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
couples & family therapy.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown
location; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
transgender; individuals, couples
# 527—1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
# 767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual
& Couples. Goal—Oriented Gestalt &
Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area
# 757—7706.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
# 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal
Enhancement Coaching. « 5050 Poplar
Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW:
Counseling Individuals, Couples, Children,
& Families. Specialties: Trauma,
Addictions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee
Scale. # 491—8632.
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical
Psychologist, LLC «8590 Farminton Blvd.,
Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste. 1,
Mphs. = 848—6666, www.inter—
personalnet.com.
DENTAL SERVICES
illiam & astle, D.D.S.
entist « 79
North Cooper # 685—5008.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
onnie Bingham,
CPA: Taxes, accounting,
estate planning # 753—1413.

Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305
# 458—0152.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
200 # 818—4134,800—227—4146, fax: 818— .
4233.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor
® 466—3588, website: www.lpl.com/
sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
washington @ lpl.com.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
«Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/A2Z:
Digital
Photography/
Videography. By Appointment = 377—
7701.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
# 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts, etc.
# 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766 or
e—mail: btag69a @ prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: = (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297
* 24—hrs.
LINC: = 725—8895.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
PEER.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
# 274—7477,
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
6041 Hwy 4 W, Senatobia, MS 38668 #
(662) 301—2014 or (662) 292—0823.
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824..
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
Jefferson Ave. = 529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266
So. Front St., Ste. 206 # 527—7701.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 728—4000.
LODGING
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 adison
# 523—8912.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady
Grove, Group Sales—Events Coordinator:
E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis
# 722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse:
Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
sports massage. By appointment. # 377—
77

Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Joseph: Full body stress
relief = 353—4436.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977.
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FaminMag@aol.com. http://members.
aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.

Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphis
website: http://
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
# 323—0600.
Bainea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #
726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. =~ 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 725—0521.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
appliance repair # 274—7011.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors,
Intimate Occasions, Lunch to Go,
BasketGrams & Everyday Services =
276—1935, email: griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://www.
girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper,
# 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only «P.O. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
Betty‘s: 806 South Cooper. # 274—5336.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings * 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/orhouse
sitting by competent, caring couple #
726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
EnricaRamey@aol.com.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe &Trent Gatewood
# 568—9222.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
# 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services * Box 11187,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
www. TheFunStarts Now .com:
Professional magicians, live animals,
clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,
pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers
@ 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
ussell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
BrlanClanton, The Carter Group: 1908
Exeter, Ste: 2, Germantown # 753—7222,
458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
# $53—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Member International Gay & Lesbian
Travel Association = 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
AT THESE LOCATIONS
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 726—5521..
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 3030 Poplar Ave. = 725—8800.
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Judge Orders Trial
By Michelle Locke
Associated Press Writer
FREMONT, Calif. (AP) —
Three men will stand trial for the
slaying ofa transgender teen af—
ter a judge rejected arguments
that the killing, which witnesses
said unfolded over about two
hours, was a crime of passion.
Alameda County Judge Ken—
neth Mark Burr ruled Mar. 18
there was probable cause to be—
lieve that Jason Michael
Cazares, 22, Jose Antonio Merel,
23, and Michael William
Magidson, 22, killed Eddie
"Gwen" Araujo in a hate crime.
—
Araujo, who was born a man
but lived as a woman, was killed
in the early hours of Oct. 4 after
her biological identity was pub—
licly revealed at a house party in
suburban Newark.

in Transgender Teen‘s

Defense attorneys claimed the
men were swept away by emo—
tion after discovering that the
woman they knew as Lida was
biologically male. Two of them
had sex with Araujo, according
to testimony in the preliminary
hearing.
"It all goes back to decep—
tion," said attorney Tony Serra.
"But for the eruption of this
identity issue which started like
a flame that quickly swelled into
an uncontrollable human fire,
there would have never been any
homicide."
But
prosecutor. Connie
Campbell said the three defen—
dants killed slowly and in cold
blood.
"They took their own per—
verted view of justice, weighed
the facts, put it on a scale and
determined that their egos were

TNT PAINTING
wE DO A DYNAMITE JOB
PAINTING AND SHEETROCK REPAIR
TOM ROWE — 568—9222
TRENT GaAYTEWOOD — 568—9223

worth more than Lida‘s life," she
said.
&
Burr found that while there
was evidence suggesting®a heat
of passion there was also evi—
dence of sufficient time for that
passion to recede. He said the
killing was a hate crime because
the motivation was "inextricably
caught up with the gender of the
victim."
Arayujo‘s supporters shouted
for joy as Burr revoked bail for
Magidson, the only defendant
who had been let out of jail.
Outside the courthouse,
Arayjo‘s uncle, David Guerrero,
drew more cheers as he declared,
"Tonight, we‘re going to cel—
ebrate for Gwen."
Much of the testimony in the
preliminary hearing came from
19—year—old Jaron Chase Nabors,
who had been charged with mur—
der along with the other three but
struck a deal to plead guilty to
manslaughter in return for testi—
fying against his friends.
According to Nabors, the four
met Araujo last summer and
Magidson and Merel later had
sex with her. After comparing
stories, they began to suspect she
was biologically male and they

Killing

confronted her at the party, he
said. Violence broke out, wit—
nesses said, after another woman
who was at the house grabbed
between Araujo‘s legs and
yelled, "It‘s a ... man!"
Nabors said Magidson put
Araujo in a choke hold and
Mere! began crying, "I can‘t be
gay. I can‘t be gay."
Araujo begged for mercy,
saying, "No, please don‘t. I have
a family," but was ignored,
Nabors said. He said Mere!
struck Araujo in the head with a
can and a skillet and Magidson
punched her and kneed her vi—
ciously in the head.
According to Nabors, he and
Cazares went to fetch shovels
and they returned to find Araujo
sitting on a couch, her face cov—
ered in blood.
Nabors said he saw Magidson
tie up Araujo. He said he saw
Magidson pulling a rope toward
her neck and. later heard
Magidson describe how he
twisted it tight. Nabors said
Cazares intervened for Araujo
three times. Nabors also testi—
fied, however, that Cazares ac—
knowledged hitting Araujo in the
head with a shovel to make sure

Low Prices
Free Estimates
EST. 1992
Supply

on

Demand.

there
was no life leftlayinboundand
herbody,
whichatthatpoint
wrapped
in ablanket in the back
ofa
truck.
Naborsbutsaidadmitted
he did notheattack
Araujo
pre—the
vented
her
from
leaving
house.Defenseattorneystookdiffer—
entment,approaches
inarguing
their argu—
with
Serra
thatan
Cazares
was
no
more
than
accessory
afterthe
fact. saidMerel‘sthe
lawyer,
John
Noonan,
evidence
didn‘t indicate
hisactualcli—
entkilling.
was involved
in
the
Michael
Thorman,
Magidson‘s
attorney,
saidforany—his
clientshould
notbetried
thing
morehe wasthanpushed
manslaughter
because
beyond
reason
by
the
discovery
thataman.he
unwittingly
had
sex
with
Araujo‘swhomother,
Sylviaas
Guerrero,
sobbed
quietly
Campbell
describeddeath,
thegrimsmiledde—
tails
ofherchild‘s
after
the judge turned down
those"Thearguments.
angels
are"anddancing
in
heaven,"
she
said,
mom‘s
very happy." f
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Since. 1972 Yuletide has succeeded in
meeting the demands of Memphis arca

"to your door‘

businesses. 24—hour customer service. on—
line accounts. and fast

delivery are the demands we placed on
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Switchboard
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office supply leader in the Mid—South.
Contact us about your office needs today
ourselves to help establish Yuletide as the
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Share them with us!

24 Hours a Day
Computer Voice—Mail and Live Operator
Information for.
Memphis—area Gay Clubs, Organizations,
Counselors, Nightclubs, Restaurants and more!
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serviceofthe

I
Lesbian Community Center.
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MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law
266 S. Front St.
Suite 206
Memphis, TN 38103
527—7701
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Send your pictures to:
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
or e—mail to
memphisTJN@aol.com

synchs while dressed in sequins, peacock

Boat Trip —A Review

Let‘s take a moment to explain how he

By Christy Lemire
AP Entertainment Writer
Can the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences retroactively revoke Cuba
Gooding Jr.‘s Oscar?
It‘s an idea we should explore. Because
of all the questionable career choices he‘s
made since winning
the supporting—actor
award for 1996s
Jerry Maguire, Boat
Trip is the most baf—
fling — and by far
the most insuffer—
able.
This may sound
like a gratuitous
slam, but it‘s a genu—
ine question: What is
he thinking when he
chooses his scripts?
Men ofHonor and
What Dreams May
Come were well—in—
tentioned but sappy.
Pearl Harbor — in
which
Gooding
played what seemed
like the only black
soldier fighting that
day — was a disas—
ter, but his part was
so small that it wasn‘t his fault.
Rat Race was a feeble remake of It‘s a
Mad Mad Mad Mad World, but again, he was
just an overeager cog in a huge ensemble

machine.
Then there was the family film Snow
Dogs, in which he was the star, but a pack of
Siberian huskies upstaged his hyperactive
shtick.
And there‘s the forgettable Chill Factor
from 1999, which was essentially Speed in
an ice cream truck instead of a bus.
Worse than all
those, though, is
Boat Trip, in which
Gooding
and
Horatio Sanz from
Saturday Night Live
play homophobic
straight guys on an
all—gay cruise. It
purports itself to
have been made "in
the tradition of Some
Like It Hot," but to
mention both films
in the same breath
seems blasphemous.
Writer—director
Mort Nathan recre—
ates none of the wit,
charm or finesse of
the
1959 Billy
Wilder classic. In—
stead, he plays up
every imaginable
cliché, then sets the
movie to a mix of Gloria Gaynor‘s "I Will
Survive," Patti LaBelle‘s "New Attitude"
and the grand finale, Diana Ross‘ "I‘m Com—
ing Out," which Gooding‘s character lip—

will be swinging very big clubs.
But Jerry wants to stay on board after fall—

feathers, eye shadow and a thong.

ing for dance instructor Gabriella (Roselyn

got in that position, just for posterity.

Sanchez), and must pretend he‘s gay in or—

Gooding‘s character, Jerry, is heartbroken

der to spend time with her. And Nick wants

after his girlfriend, Felicia (Vivica A. Fox),

to stay after the Swedish Sun Tanning Team

dumps him for her car detailer. (Before she

(led by former Playmateof the Year Victoria

left him, though, he threw up all over her

Silvstedt) shows up.

during a hot—air balloon ride, just one ex—

Anyway, you can see where this is go—

ample of the movie‘s crass sense of humor.)

ing: Jerry‘s lie will be exposed and he‘ ll have

Sanz‘s character, Nick — your typical

to prove his love to Gabriella. Nick will learn

loud, fat, crude movie sidekick with a seem—

that gay people aren‘t so bad after all, and

ingly endless wardrobe of gaudy shirts —

question his own heterosexuality.

insists that they can meet hot women on a

Which brings us back to the initial ques—

cruise. But they get into a shouting match

tion: What was Gooding thinking? He‘s a

with the travel agent who‘s booking their

good—looking, likable, charismatic actor. He

trip, and end up on a boat full of muscular

has proven, in movies such as As Good As It

men wearing denim Daisy Duke shorts and

Gets, that he‘s capable of doing more than

neatly trimmed mustaches.

shouting "Show me the money!" at Tom
Cruise.
The only imaginable reason for agreeing
to make this movie was for the free cruise:
Boat Trip was shot on a ship that sailed
throughout the Mediterranean for 10 days.
But watching the real passengers play
shuffleboard probably would have been
more entertaining than this.

It takes them a long time to figure out
they‘re on a gay cruise, too. Hector in the
cabin next door, dressed up like Carmen
Miranda and organizing a conga line, didn‘t
give them a clue. Neither did a wealthy, older
man (Roger Moore, also exhibiting poor
judgment) who tries to entice them to the
driving range, where he purrs that the men

2
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2xLambda — a social/service organization for
20—29—yearold GLBTs and their friends —
g
meets every Monday.
Call Ranetta at 223—3331 or e—mail the group at
2xLambda@yahoogroups.com
for more information
;
i
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—IT‘S WHAT KEEPS OUR READERS
COMING BACK, AND |
UNIV ERSITY
WE‘VE BEEN PROVIDING IT FOR 12 YEARS!
A community—wide
adherent» program
coordinating the
medical treatment and supportive
serivces of persons with HIV/AIDS,
the WELLNESS UNIVERSITY
creates am individualized WELLNESS
PLAN for each "student" to help them
develop the skills necessary to live a j
high quality of life with HIV/AIDS. g
Students earn credits, which
can be used for incentives
{household items and kitchen
ware] at the freshman,
sophomore, junior and senior
levels of completion towards
their DEGREE IN WELLNESS.

—

*ONLY THOSE PERSONS WITH
HIV/AIDS MAY APPLY
For more information, contact
eﬁorr
funded in part by Ryan
Anita at (201) 726—6022
White Title 1 monies.
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AND WE‘VE GOT MORE NEWS
AND OTHER CONTENT RELEVANT TO YOU
THAN ANY OTHER LOCAL PUBLICATION!
% Friends Now THE COMPLETEEDITION AVAILABLE MONTHLY ONLINE
AT
WWW.MEMPHISTRIANGLEJOURNAL.COM
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Deep Inside

CoLnyvwoop.
by Romeo San Vicente

Faye Plays

drama almost four years after leav—
ing. Williamson, who found big—
screen success with the Scream
horror films, was approached by
the series‘ stars and asked to write
the final chapter in the small—screen
lives of Dawson, Joey and Pacey.
The two—hour series finale, set to
air on the WB May 14, is expected
to envision what the Dawson‘s
denizens will be like several years
into the future. Williamson will
donate his earnings from the finale
to the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight
Education Network. Also keeping
Williamson busy are his producing
chores on the feature film Cursed,
his take on the werewolf genre,
which will be directed by Wes Cra—
ven from Williamson‘s script.

Royal Fag Hag
Mommie Dearest star Faye
Dunaway is set to portray Ameri—
can divorcee—slash—duchess Wallis
Simpson in an upcoming film about
the socialite‘s love life, The
Bahama Triangle. British actor
Michael York will play King Ed—
ward VIII, who abdicated his
throne in 1936 to marry Simpson.
The film‘s plot centers on the duch——
ess‘ alleged affair with American
Jimmy Donahue, the openly gay
heir to the Woolworth fortune,
whom Simpson reputedly took as
a secret lover after she and the duke
began living in exile in the Baha—
mas. Rumor has it that former
90210 hottie Jason Priestley has
been offered the role of Donahue.
The $5 million film is set to roll
before cameras in the Bahamas this
summer.
Williamson Is Back Up
Dawson‘s Creek
Queer scribe and Dawson‘s
Creek creator Kevin Williamson is
returning tothe agmg adolescent,

iG
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Maupin Tells
More Tales
Get ready for another trip down
Barbary Lane — plans are under—
way for the next filmed installment
in Armistead Maupin‘s critically
acclaimed Tales of the City series.
Maupin is reteaming with Six Feet
% Under executive producer Alan
VV

Poul to bring Babycakes, the
fourth book in the series, to TV.
Launched in 1994 on PBS, the
first shocked and titillated gay
and straight audiences alike with
its sweet take on life in ‘70s San
Francisco; two more miniseries
followed on Showtime. This time
around, Poul says they ‘ll go with
a two—hour TV movie instead of
a miniseries. "The plot and
storylines lend themselves to con—
densation," he told me, adding
that those divine Tales alumnae
Laura Linney and Olympia
Dukakis have already signed on.
"We‘re trying to get all the books
done before the actors get too
old." Although there‘s no word _
on a network yet, production
starts this fall.
Rudin Can‘t Dance
Gay uber—producer Scott
Rudin isn‘t resting on the lau—
rels he received for The Hours.
He recently recruited director
Robert Benton, of Kramer vs.
Kramer fame, to direct Delmore
Can‘t Dance, a character—driven
drama written for the screen by
Bastard Out of Carolina seribe
Anne Meredith The new film‘s
plot .cénters on a guy named
Delmore who thinks the world
revolves around him. After a
stint in jail for brawling, he goes
to visit his former female fuck
buddy and is stunned to dis—
cover she‘s actually a lesbian
living with another woman. The

incident sends Delmore off on an
unlikely path to enlightenment.
No word yet on Delmore‘s pro—
duction schedule.
Richard Gere‘s
Up for Prison
Golden Globe—winner Richard
Gere was conspicuously absent
from this year‘s list of Oscar
nominees for his role as slick law—
yer Billy Flynn in Chicago. But
now rumor has it the actor may be
looking at yet another prison mu—
sical. Chicago songwriters John
Kander and Fred Ebb are hoping
to get their musical version of
Kiss of the Spider Woman to the
big screen, and the duo have their
sights on Gere to portray Molina,
a gay man behind bars in a South
American jail. In the moving
story, Molina befriends — then
falls in love with his cell mate, a
political prisoner named Valentin.
Ebb recently told the press he‘d
love for Gere to star because "I‘m
crazy about him. He‘s my new
favorite actor." The role could
give Gere good Oscar karma —
after all, William Hurt won Best
Actor for playing Molina in the
1986 nonmusical version of the
film, which was adapted from gay
novelist Manuel Purg$ novel. =_——

the collection of short stories by
Damon Runyon on which it is
based. Rumor has it that XXX hunk
Vin Diesel is itchin‘ to burst into
song as Nathan Detroit, who was
played by the considerably less
brawny Frank Sinatra in the 1955
movie. The plot centers on New
York City gambler Detroit‘s bet
with fellow craps junkie Sky
Masterson that he can‘t get the
next "doll" he sees — who turns
out to be a Salvation Army mis—
sionary — to fall in love with him.
The queer producing team of Craig
Zadan and Neil Meron (Chicago,
TV‘s The Music Man) is in place
for the remake, andby securing the
rights to the source material, they
have the option of updating the
story from its original ‘20s setting.

Gee! Men Singing!
Harry Shearer, the voice of
Smithers on The Simpsons — and
of Mr. Burns, the object of
Smithers‘ affection — has dusted
off an old project about one of
America‘s favorite closet cases. At
this year‘s Aspen Comedy Festi—
val, Shearer and co—writer Tom
Leopold brought in a packed house
for a staged reading oftheir com—
edy J. Edgar! The Musical, featur—
ing Kelsey Grammer,. John
Goodman and Michael McKean.
The play explores the love affair
DleselPoweredDolls?
between legendary FBI director J.
Miramax has secured the Edgar Hoover and his longtime
movie rightsto the musical com— "assistant," Clyde Tolson. J.
edy Guys
as well as to& Edgar! was first performed.on_.
L.A. public radio about 10 years
Tago, but withthe successof campy —
Broadway hitslike The Producers®
and Hairspray Shearer decided to
revisit it. J. Edgar will hopefully
make its way to the L.A. stage
soon.

«
Halle‘s Role
Gives Her Paws

553

.C%m09er

Memphis, TN 38104
As other denominations

(901) 728—6535

tell you, "No,"

CARDS, GIFTS & NOVELTY ITEMS
FOR EVERY OCCASION

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30

Classes at 9:30 a.m.

www.firstcongo.com
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nd «JOI
Our Video Club
Your Locally Gay Owned & Operated
Pride Merchandise Headquarters
Mon.—Sat. 10 a.tm.—6 p.m. * Sun. 1—6 p.m.
Come In

Oscar winner Halle Berry is tak—
ing on the role of the hottest
supervillain in tight black leather.
No, she‘s not starring in Leona
Helnisley‘s Excellent S/M Adven—
ture. Betry, who knows a thing or
two about playing a comic—book
character thanks to her experience
in X—Men, has signed on to "the
sought—after
title
role
in
Catwoman. Warner Bros. has been
trying to make a Catwoman movie
for years, first with director Tim
Burton and Michelle Pfeiffer ...
then with Ashley Judd ... then with
Nicole Kidman. The script, origi—
nally written by John Rogers (The
Core), is now being—revamped by
John Brancato and Mike Ferris
(The Game) and will explore the
complicated good cat/bad cat na—
ture of Batman‘s sexiest nemesis.
But we must all be patient kitties,
since the film won‘t stalk its way
into theaters before 2005.
Romeo San Vicente is well—known
for his undercover work. He can be
reached care of this publication or
at Write2Romeo@yahoo.com.
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What Was

suffers
anBoysemotional
breakdown.
The
in
the
Band
broke
new
ground
as
the
first
main—
stream
play, and the firsttoinclude
major
Hollywoodproduction,

The Boys in the Band?
lisping interior decorator Emory,
Emory‘s friend Bernard (the sole
black character), newly divorced
schoolteacher Hank, and Hank‘s
promiscuous lover, Larry. The

LILY
men receive an unexpected visit
from Michael‘s purportedly
straight former college room—
mate, Alan, who has just split up
with his wife. Finally, "Cowboy"
arrives, a beautiful but dumb hus—
tler hired by Emory as a birthday
gift for Harold.
As the men get increasingly
drunk, their good—natured banter
turns spiteful. Alan is offended by
Emory‘s blatantly queer manner—
isms .and attacks him, but he
seems surprisingly taken with
; "straight—acting" Hank. The story.
climaxes with a game in which
each man must telephone the per—
son who was his greatest love and
confess his feelings. As the show
ends, after spending the evening
trying to make everyone else as
miserable as himself, Michael

flee BMC:

Debuting a year before the
Stonewall riots, The Boys in the
Band was one of the first plays
(and, later, films) to portray gay
men and their issues before a
mainstream
audience. Gay
s ts
g—u 1C k 1—y
branded the
story —and
its backbiting,
self—loathing
characters —
a relic of a by—
gone era. But
over the years many have come
to appreciate The Boys in the
Band as a documentary of
preliberation times, and as more
of an indictment of society‘s ho—
mophobia than of gay men them—
selves.
_The play, written by Mart
Crowley, opened off—Broadway
in April 1968. It was later made
into a film — scripted by
Crowley, directed by William
Friedkin, and starring the origi—
nal stage actors — which pre—
miered in March 1970,
The Boys in the Band centers
on a group of gay friends who
gather at Michael‘s upscale
Greenwich Village apartment to
celebrate Harold‘s birthday.
Other party guests include
Michael‘s sensible friend Donald,

a full cast of gay characters and
to deal realistically with homo—
sexuality. Before that time, most
films portrayed homosexuals as
either—clowns or. victims who
typically ended up dead or con—
verted to heterosexuality by the
final scene. Both the play and the
film enjoyed critical acclaim, de—
spite the raw language that
shocked many heterosexual view—
ers. The Los Angeles Times hailed
it as "unquestionably a mile—
stone." Time magazine called the
film a "humane, moving picture,"
and Newsweek.deemed it a "land—
slide of truths."
But many gay viewers were
less pleased, especially as the so—
cial and political climate changed
and queers were able to live more
open and proud lives. Gay activ—
ists protested both the play and
the film.—The Gay Liberation
at Jowa State University,
wrote a critical letter to the col—
lege paper calling it "trash" that

"perpetuates the ignorance of ste— apartment 30 years later for a
reotyping and the idiom of the memorial for Larry, who has died
locker room."
of pancreatic cancer.
While some gay critics found
Friedkin went on to direct
the characters too stereotypical Cruising, which starred Al Pacino
— especially as an ostensibly straight cop who
campy Emory goes undercover as a gay
— the main leatherman to investigate a series
complaint of brutal murders in New York‘s
concerned the S/M bars. As they had with The
men‘s self— Boys in the Band, gay activists
hatred . protested the film, claiming it ste—
"Show me a reotyped gay men as hedonists
happy homo— and killers.
sexual and
Today, many regard The Boys
‘ll show you in the Band as a queer classic.
a gay corpse," says Michael, who While its gay characters struggled
also laments, "If we could. just with many of the same personal
learn not to hate ourselves quite and social difficulties faced by
so very much."
heterosexuals, their problems
But the characters in The Boys were compounded by the guilt
in the Band were drawn from real and repression brought on by
life, and the story reflects an era society‘s homophobia. In the
in which homosexuality was seen words ofthe late gay film critic
as both a mental illness and a Vito Russo, The Boysin the Band
crime. "I knew a lot of people like provided "the best and most po—
those people," Crowley saidin tent argument for gay liberation
the 1995 documentary The Cel— ever offered in a popular art
luloid Closet. "The self—deprecat— form."
ing humor was born out of a low
Liz Highleyman is a freelance
self—esteem, from a sense of what writer and editor who has writ—
the times told you about your— ten widely on health, sexualityxec
self:"
and politics. She can be reached
Decades after its debut, The care of this publication or at
Boys in the Band remains a popu— POcolunmn@ aol.com.
lar choice for Tocal theater pro—
ductions, and the film enjoyed a
For further reading:
revival in the
A se—
Crowley, Mart. 1996. 3 Plays:
quel, The Menfrom the Boys, also
The
Boys in the Band, A Breeze
written by Crowley, premiered in
«fall 2002. In this play most of the from the Gulf, For Reasons Thut
original characters, plus three Remain Unclear (Alyson). _ _
RussoywVito.4981;"T987. The«
younger men, gather at the—same
Celluloid Closet (HarperCollins).
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JOSEPH
353—4436
FULL BODY STRESS RELIEF
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MINI—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. » 683—9649

Memphis
Area
Gay
Youth

Peer support and
discussion group
Call

Guys are waiting.
©800—.PRO—MALE

woo-825.4500
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website:
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Mon., Sat.
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—
12
Midnight
and checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only Closed Sundays and Holidays

Published as a public service
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Lesbian

Netions

By Paula Martinac

The

Power of Words

For years, our community has
been reclaiming anti—gay slurs like
"queer," "fag" and "dyke." But
because these words have a history
as epithets, some of us continue to
associate them with hate speech —
regardless of who says them or in
what context. This suggests to me
that the proud reclaiming of de—
rogatory words is really just a start
and that much more work is needed
before they will lose their power
over us.
"Why do you insist on using
‘queer‘?" some readers of my col—
umn have complained when I‘ve
written it as convenient shorthand
for the LGBT community. In a
similar vein, gay writer Hal
Campbell published an op—ed col—
umn last year in We the People, a
California gay paper, in which he
remembered being called "queer"
for the first time in 1965during a
police raid on a gay bar. Hearing
the word used today "like a merit

badge" by a new gay generation,
Campbell wrote, makes him
"cringe and become saddened to
the core." In fact, he noted, his pref—
erence would be to "abolish [it]
from public usage."
Likewise, the slang use of
"nigger" by African Americans re—
mains controversial and hasn‘t
taken the sting out of that word‘s
long legacy of hate. Author Randall
Kennedy, a Harvard law professor,
faced heavy criticism from fellow
African Americans when he titled
his 2002 book Nigger: The Strange
Career of a Troublesome Word.
Kennedy‘s critics said it would be
better to eradicate that word from
the English language than to study
it.
Despite the old "sticks and
stones" adage, language really does
hurt, and not just emotionally; af—
ter all, verbal assaults often lead to
physical attacks. Over the years,
I‘ve been verbally harassed so

many times with "dyke" — and
frightened ofthe potential violence
ofthe men and boys who have said
it — that I‘m still wary ofthe word,
no matter how many lesbian groups
incorporate it into their names.
But in the same way that sim—
ply reclaiming words doesn‘t drain
their venom, getting rid of them
completely or just not using them
doesn‘t erase the bigotry behind
them. That‘s because we‘re not re—
ally talking about words per se, but
stigma — and how do you erase
that?
Sometimes we can take the sting
out of slurs, but it requires quick
thinking. Here‘s a favorite ex—
ample: A friend of mine once de—
fused what could have become a
violent situation — a guy taunting
her with the word "dyke" — by
calling out, "Don‘t you sweet—talk
e!" In Nigger, Kennedy tells the
story of an African—American doc—
tor who made a joke out of a white
patient objecting to having a
"nigger doctor" touch him; amaz—

¥X

ingly, the white guy later apolo—
gized for his offensive behavior.
Another tack might be to stop
guarding our claim to these epithets
and let supportive heterosexuals
use words like "queer" in casual,
nonthreatening ways — much in
the way that blacks sometimes tol—
erate their white friends‘ informal,
affectionate use of "nigger." Hav—
ing a television show called Queer
as Folk that is watched and loved
by straight viewers may actually
dilute the. negative power of that
word over time. We should realize,
too, that occasionally words like
"queer" are used innocently and not
as "fighting words." Recently, I
was caught off guard when my sis—
ter described something as "queer."
At first I felt my anger welling up,
but I quickly realized she was us—
ing its dictionary definition of
"odd" or "unusual."
&
Casual usage of these words,
however, isn‘ t really enough to end
stigma; politics has a big role to
play. Without changes in laws and
in the courts that uphold them, you
get a conundrum like this one: In
Texas, if you‘re a straight man and
someone calls you "queer," you
can go to court and sue your assail—
ant for slander (Texas still has a
sodomy law in place, so being gay
implies criminal behavior). But if
you‘re a gay man and someone
calls you "queer," you don‘t have

any legal recourse; your harasser
is merely stating the truth, and the
Bill of Rights protects his speech.
Some courts, even in conserva—
tive states, have begun to question
the stigma of "queer." A few years
ago, an appeals court in North
Carolina, for example, ruled in a
gay slander suit that "the bare alle—
gation" of homosexuality should
not automatically hold people up
to "disgrace, ridicule or contempt."
If the U.S. Supreme Court throws
out Texas‘ sodomy law, thus de—
criminalizing gay sexual behavior
nationwide, antigay stigma could
be further chipped away.
In addition, we need straight al—
lies who reject the supposed dis—
grace of homosexuality — which
lawsuits like Tom Cruise‘s very
public $10—million one serve to re—
inforce. At a gay fundraising din—
ner last year, straight columnist and
novelist Anna Quindlen spoke
about the angry mail she receives
when she publishes pro—gay—rights
‘commentaries. Quindlen has a
powerful message for these read—
ers: "What you need to under—
stand," she tells them, "is that when
you call me a dyke, I don‘t con—
sider it an insult."
Paula Martinac is a Lambda
Literary Award—winning author of
seven books and editor in chief of
Q Syndicate. She can be reached
at PMcolumn@aol.com.
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patio before a movie!
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(In front of Malco‘s Studio on the Square)
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Jackson, TN
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Military Kicking Out Fewer Gays
Free

Personals

=

Personal ads are a free service to our readers — Please limit them to 30 words
or less. We request that ads be submitted in writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will
generally run one time only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Tri—
angle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—mail them to
memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit may be edited.

Professional, dominant, GWM, 39, into
spanking, bondage, shaving, endless sex,
toys and more. I enjoy casino gambling,
shooting pool and fine dining. ISO obedi—
ent 18—22 Y/0O GWM smooth body with
boyish looks and mannerism about 140
lbs. No fats, femmes or drag queens, no
diseases. Skinnya plus. Serious inquiries
only, please. Mr. Paul 870—0457.

I‘d like to meet a gay female between 35—
50 years old. I am a soft femme. I‘d like to
meet a female with a good sense of humor
who can make me laugh, intellect, likes to
travel, go dancing, plays, poetry, art, have
their days free, like the outdoors. If this is
you then e—mail me at tedjds @ bellsouth.net

HOPEFUL ROMANTIC Attractive, intelli—
gent, romantic, youthful thirty—something,
GWM (5°6",145, dark blond).
Interests
include progressive/left politics, alterna—
tive music, science fiction, fitness, working

out. ISO gay or bimales with similar inter—
ests for dating, possible relationship
with right person.
E—mail
soloflexboy@hotmail.com

GWM — Age 47, 6‘ 1", 278 lbs, brown
eyes, brown hair. I like watching TV and I
like to cook. Would like to meet someone
between the ages of 47—55 for friendship
and/or long term relationship. Send mail
to Lewis Lee, P. O. Box 41, Kenton, TN
38233
or
e—mail
me
at
LilGayBoyTn69@aol.com (subject)
Lewis.

Roommate Wanted: two bedroom house,
near the new main library. Prefer a GWM,
and require stable and employed. The
rent is $350 per month, and includes all
utilities. I am a 49 year old professional,
gone many weekends, and want some—
one reliable. Students OK. Looking for a
roommate — not a relationship. Call Gary
at 662—541—1235 anytime.

By David Ho
Associated Press Writer

recent months.
Some people want to reinstate the previ—
ous policy, which made clear that homosexu—
WASHINGTON — The number of als were not welcome in the ranks. But
people forced to leave the military last year gay—rights groups argue that the military‘s
because of their homosexuality fell to the war readiness is undercut by a policy that
lowest level since 1996, an advocacy group alienates gay soldiers or forces them from
for gays and lesbians in the military said Mar. the ranks.
The advocacy group‘s report points out
Discharges of gay service members typi— that the Army dismissed seven linguists
cally decline during times of war or conflict, trained in Arabic for being gay.
according to the Servicemembers Legal De—
The Defense Department did not imme—
fense Network, which released its annual diately return calls seeking comment on the
report on the Pentagon‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t report.
tell" policy.
The Bush administration and the Penta—
"When they need lesbian, gay and bi— gon have said there are no plans to abandon
sexual Americans most, military leaders "don‘t ask, don‘t tell."
keep us close at hand," said C. Dixon
The Army led all branches in discharges
Osburn, executive director of the advocacy for homosexuality last year with 429, com—
group. The group said thousands of gay pared with 638 the previous year. Marine
troops are now serving in the Middle East.
Corps discharges fell from 115 to 109.
The "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy, in ef—
The Navy and Air Force last year reported
fect since 1994, allows gay men and lesbi— the fewest number of dismissals since the
ans to serve as long as they keep their sexual policy went into effect, with 218 and 121
orientation private and do not engage in ho— discharges, respectively.
mosexual acts.
The Coast Guard, which is not part of the
The military dismissed 906 people last Defense Department but also abides by the
year for homosexual conduct or for stating "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy, increased its
their homosexuality, compared with 1,273 dismissals from 14—in 2001 to 29 last year.
in 2001, the report said, citing figures pro—
Reports of harassment of gays also de—
vided by the service branches. In 1996, 870 clined from 1075 in 2001 to 802 last year,
people were dismissed from the military for the report said. Despite this, the advocacy
homosexuality.
group said harassment of gays in the mili—
Criticism of the policy has increased in tary remains a serious problem.
Statewide GLBT Conference
Taking Shape

ntion program
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Every 2"" & 4" Monday, from 5
to 8 p.m., folks who are HIV —
positive* can gather to socialize

o
NASHVILLE — Equality Tennessee has across the state.
Equality Tennessee‘s annual dinner will
released additional details relating to the
state‘s first GLBT leadership conference be held on June 14 from 7—9 p.m. at Jaded
scheduled in Nashville for June 13 and 14. Mary‘s. The highlight of the dinner will
be the presentation of the first annual Ten—
Jaded Mary‘s,
nessee Equality
Church
Award.
Street, plays host
Attendance
to the conference.
A
for both the con—
The conference
ference and din—
will include a di—
EQUALITY ner is limited to
verse range of
GLBT—related top—
T E N N ESSE E the first 100 indi—
viduals to regis—
ics
including
ter. Conference
tracks that deal
with youth issues; health issues; public registration is $75 and includes a continen—
policy; community diversity including tal breakfast, lunch and an afternoon snack
transgender issues; non—profit issues such as both days. Tickets for the annual dinner
community and media relations and board are $50 per person. There is a $20 discount
development; grassroots organizing; and for individuals attending both the confer—
ence and dinner provided they pre—regis—
Pride celebrations among others.
In addition to the facilitated workshops, ter prior to May 1.
To obtain a registration form for the
the conference provides networking oppor—
tunities for GLBT non—profits, organiza— conference, contact Equality Tennessee, P.
tions, and business leaders from O. Box 330965, Nashville, TN 37203. —
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EQTN Receives Gill
Foundation

by Shannon Yarbrough

A

Queer Prequel

"They say men think about sex
every twenty—eight seconds. Of
course, that‘s straight men. With
gay men, it‘s every nine."
Who said that? You know
you‘ ve heard it before. Was it some
tall nelly queen at the bar being
catty in your ear? Was it your sex—
starved accountant friend
who can‘t get a date? Was it
your superhero—like best
friend who gets all the men?
Wait. All those people sound
like
characters
from
Showtime‘s "provocative"
series, Queer as Folk. And
that sounds like a quote from
the first season! It was. Good
ole Michael Novotny said it,
when we were first intro—
duced to him at the begin—
ning of Episode 1.
So when you aren‘t
watching Queer as Folk,
what are you thinking about
between all those nine sec—
ond intervals? Do you wish
you could meet Ted or
Emmett‘ s—parents? Do you
wonder if Justin got into
trouble in the locker rooms
in grade school? Or what
were Brian and Michael like
in high school? Well, no
need to wonder anymore!
Here‘s a chance to get your
questions answered.
A series of Queer as Folk
novels are landing in bookstores
this month, starting with Every
Nine Seconds. This first novel was
written by Joseph Brockton, and it
jumps back to when Michael and
Brian had just turned 18 years of
age and were about to graduate
from high school.
The year is 1989. Yep, the cur—
rent years of playing around at
Babylon in Pittsburgh have yet to
begin. Michael and Brian have just
sealed their friendship "with a kiss"
on the eve of Brian‘s 18th birthday.
They are about to face their high
school graduation, and are doomed
to take different future paths that
they hope won‘t separate them for

good.
Brian, the seductive soccer star,
has a full ride to college. On the
other hand, Michael has chosen a
community college while living at
home with his eccentric mom,
Debbie. But for now, Brian has
landed a couple offake IDs for him

and his friend so that they can cel—
ebrate his birthday in style.
This first novel gets off to a slow
start with its pulp fiction like
phrases that let the reader know that
at 18, Brian was still much like the
character he is portrayed as being
today. However, instead of being
a rich ad exec, he is a soccer jock
that just doesn‘t give a crap about
what his classmates think. He has
also played around with most of the
soccer team, including the coach.
Michael is also much the same.
He is buried deep into his comic
books, and worships the ground
that Brian walks on, much like the

boyish partner of Captain Astro
who Michael still obsesses over.
Not a lot has changed about the two
friends compared to the series to—
day. except their age, where they
live, and their sources of income.
However, being the Queer as Folk
junkie that I am, I couldn‘t wait to
finish reading about their
teenage escapades.
My favorite part of the
book is when Brian and
—Michael venture into the city
to visit a new club on open—
ing night, the infamous
Babylon. When they arrive,
they find a line of people
outside all the way around
the building. They had spent
all day shopping for the per—
fect outfit, but Brian quickly
sheds his shirt to get a spot
at the front of the line. They
are immediately let inside
the club, not having to wait
at all.
Overcome by the flesh
and the music, they escape to
the dance floor. But, Michael
is soon left dancing alone
when a husky blondcatches
Brian‘s eye and leads him
into the backroom for the
first time. If you are a fan of
the show, you know what
usually takes place in the
backroom with Brian, but it
doesn‘t even compare to his
first time! I‘ll leave it at that, and
for you to find the excitement your—
self by reading the book.
The rest of the book is divided
between the two boys‘ going to
prom stag, their graduation, and
their last days together before Brian
leaves for college. Throw in a few
more intervals of hot sex scenes
and you‘ve got another great epi—
sode of Queer as Folk. While en—
joying the third season on
television, I can‘t wait for the sec—
ond novel of this new prequel book
series! And if you‘ ve been follow—
ing the show as well, go out and
get this book!
—
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Grant

NASHVILLE — Equality Ten—
nessee is the recipient of a Gill
Foundation Technology Grant that
includes an IBM Think Pad laptop,
laser printer and additional periph—
eral components.
"The laptop and printer will be
added to Equality Tennessee‘s ex—
isting network — increasing effi—
ciency and reducing the cost of
printing," according to Paul Clere,
Equality Tennessee‘s executive di—
rector.
Additionally, as Equality Ten—
nessee continues its grassroots ac—
tivities across the state, the laptop
will greatly improve the adminis—
trative efficiency of the organiza—
tion.
On behalf of the board and the

members of Equality Tennessee,
board chair Pamela DeGroffissued
a statement of appreciation to the
Gill Foundation for its support of
Equality Tennessee. The equip—
ment allows Equality Tennessee to
better manage in the field as it con—
tinues to host a series of GLBT
town hall meetings across the state
‘and prepares for the state‘s first
GLBT leadership conference.
Equality Tennessee is a state—
wide non—profit that works to pro—
mote equality for the GLBT
community and to end harassment
and discrimination. Equality Ten—
nessee constituents represent ap—
proximately nine percent of adult
Tennesseans who identify as gay,
lesbian, bisexual or transgender.
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Dare to be Different!
MON 9—6 — TUE—FRI 9—7 — saAT o—5
Ce COPER E
.,

MEMPHIS, TN —

Women‘s Ricnts * Raciart Equauty * Gay RicHts
* Repropuctive RicnHts * Environmentar Protection
* Nonviorence * Geniper Equauty * Worker‘s RicHts
RIGHTS
If any of these issues are important to you and you
want to become an active vehicle for change, join the
WOMEN‘S ACTION COALITION
WAC meetings are held every second and fourthSunday night
at 6:30 PM at First Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper,
Memphis, TN 38104 (park in the back off Blythe)
Is you nave any QUESTIONS, E—MAIL AMULLNS 1@memrhHis.rDu
Advertising space donatedas a public service ofthe Tnangle Journal News J
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Mon., Apr. 7
Mon., Apr. 21
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
St. John‘s United Methodist Church
(Peabody & Bellevue)
Feast
for
Friendscommunity
is a service
of Friends
ForHIV orAIDS,
life fortheirfriends,
the HIV
infectedand
affected
including
people
living
with
caregivers,
familya anddonation
friends.to offset
Whileexpenses.
the dinner is free, those who are able are re—
quested to make
Advertisingspace donatedas a public service ofthe TriangleJournal News
April2003— Triangle JournalNews — Page23

Les

Ballets Trockadero
de Monte Carlo
April 5, Saturday, 8 p.m.

For almost 30years, the incomparable Les Bal ets Trockadero
de MonteCarlo has be n amazing and amusing audiences acros
the

globe. This critically acclaimed professional dance company

presents a playful, entertaining view of reputable ballet in parody
"The [Trocks] program of grand ballet is as much food

and ‘drag‘ form. The ”Trocks" repertoire includes the full gamut

for the mind as it is for the eye and the funny bone."

of classical and modern dance, faithfully ond dramatically

The New York Times

executed on point. With high kicks and high jinks, this all—male
troupe spoofs all that is held sacred in classical ballet.

Sponsored by
Yia Yia‘s Euro Cafe
GPAC
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